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It is an attribute of an adaptable society thdt its 
capital be mobile. One evidence of this in the American 
scene is the great expansion of United States foreign in­
vestments. The proximity and the similarity of the economic, 
political, and social structures of the Uhited States and 
Canada make it axiomatic that the amount of these invest­
ments in Canada should exceed those made in any other foreign 
country. Nevertheless, these United States funds in Canada 
have been the object of increasing attention and concern in 
the Canadian scene as they have assumed great magnitude and 
control in basic sectors of Canadafs economy.
This study seeks to develop the past and present role 
of this movement of United States funds in the Canadian 
economy. Special reference is given to the period following 
World War II. It is the movement of funds during this period 
that has given cause to the concern expressed in some Canadian 
quarters that Canada may be losing control of its own economic 
development. To observe how this capital movement and its 
accompanying problems have occurred, the ensuing pages of this 
study are organized as follows: (I) an introduction discusses
the classification, principles and terminology which apply to 
the concept of foreign investment and thus serve as groundwork 
for later chapters; (II) a look at some of the factors in 
Canada*s economic development'brings to light certain
-1-
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characteristics of the Canadian economy which have influenced 
the growth of American investments in Canada; (III) an 
analysis of the historical growth of foreign investments in 
Canada surveys past periods of foreign investment flow into 
Canada and thus reveals the emergence of the United States 
as the chief Supplier of foreign investment capital; (IV) a 
detailed development of the post-World War II structure and 
role of United States investments in Canada makes it clear 
that American capital has financed a substantial part of the 
increase in Canada’s industrial capacity; and (V) a conclusion 
evaluates a number of recommendations concerning the problems 
which accompany these investments and hazards an outlook for 
future investment climate for American investments in Canada.
The Concept of Foreign Investment 
This introductory chapter is concerned primarily with 
questions of definition related to the concept of foreign or 
international investment. Foreign investments in general may 
be classified according to various principles, and as this 
study will reveal, United States investments in Canada lend 
themselves well to these classifications. Therefore, to 
clear the ground for later chapters where the various termin­
ology will be applied, it is necessary to determine what is 
meant by foreign investment and discuss the principles which 
govern its classification, such as nature of purpose, character 
of security, condition of repayment and other distinguishing 
factors as to. source and kind of investment. To accomplish
-3-
this, an inquiry into how this classification ^olved is 
necessary.
Foreign investment is described by Norman S. Buchanan 
as a "loose phrase at best."3- Consequently, any discussion 
of the phrase may have considerable latitude as to what is 
included. Beginning with the term "investment," it is usually 
meant that an expenditure is made on factors of production re­
sulting in the creation of capital goods and greater income 
producing power. For instance, when a bank lends money to a 
private concern for capital goods expansion an investment 
takes place. However, this definition may not logically be 
carried over to give an adequate description of the phrase 
foreign investment. What a foreign investment involves is 
the transfer of funds to a region or regions under a political 
authority different from that which prevails in the country 
in which the owner of the funds resides. Hence, the'essential 
idea is that a transfer of funds occurs outside the legal, 
monetary, fiscal, and economic system of the country from 
which the investment is made. Of course, this gives rise 
to many problems which make foreign investment a special 
branch of economic study.
Much of the literature pertaining to international in­
vestments is concerned with the question of the source of
^Norman S. Buchanan, "International Investment," A 
Survey of Contemporary Economics (ed. Barnard F. Haley, 
Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1952), Vol. II,
p. 307.
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investment capital. It is known that the annual income of 
a nation in money terms consists of wages and salaries, inter­
est, rent and profits received by its residents. The greater 
amount of this income is derived from productive economic 
activities within the nation, although a portion may be in­
come received from foreign investments previously made. This 
money income is the principal source of investment capital 
for both domestic and foreign opportunities. In underdevel- 
oped countries where the economic structure is characterized 
by specialization along lines of agriculture and perhaps 
mineral extraction, most income is spent for consumption and 
only a few wealthy persons are able to save for investment.
But as the development of resources and productive capacity 
is accelerated and domestic savings increase among a larger 
portion of the population because of a greater value placed 
on material progress, the volume of funds available for in­
vestment increases. Yet, the volume of foreign investment 
of such an advancing country more than likely will not be 
large because investment opportunity in the domestic market 
is greater than in foreign markets.2 Furthermore, it is true 
that countries which have reached a more prosperous stage and 
provide investment opportunities as well as domestic funds 
may even borrow from foreign countries Canada is in this 
stage of development with a relatively high income level and
2Cleona Lewis, The United States and Foreign Investment 
Problems (Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1948), p. 1.
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an abundance of resources. However, Canada requires more 
funds than Canadians alone can provide in order to develop 
at the desired rate. Today about three-fourths of the 
foreign funds directed towards this requirement are United 
States investments.
Essentially what has been briefly described in thi.s 
discussion of the source of investment capital is known as 
the "capital formation process." The resulting increased 
productivity and higher standards of living depend- in large 
measure upon the ability of a nation to expand its volume of 
capital goods which are used.in production. As was pointed 
out, the financing of capital investment in underdeveloped 
countries is a major problem because of a low level of income 
from which savings can be made. Foreign investment can assist 
in this process of capital formation by providing some of the 
savings of a developed capital-exporting country at the dis­
posal of the countries in need of capital. It was by this 
process that European countries assisted in the financing of
i f
United States economic development in the!late nineteenth
century.3
As a nation exports or imports more or less capital 
during the capital formation process it will accordingly be 
determined as a "creditor" or "debtor" country. Like many
3office of Business Economics, U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Direct Private Foreign Investments of the United 
States, A Supplement to the Survey of Current Business 
TWashington: United States Government Printing Office,
1953), p. 1.
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other economic concepts the meaning of creditor and debtor 
nations has changed, which is a reflection of the history of 
international investments and of the availability of statistic 
cal data. Presently, the commonly accepted criterion for this 
concept, and that which is used in foreign investment studies, 
labels the creditor country as one which at a particular time 
has accumulated investments in foreign countries that exceed 
in value the investments of other countries within it. The 
debtor country is in a converse position.^ However, it is 
obvious that the value of investments may vary according to 
the method used in making an evaluation of the securities,, 
but reasonable estimates can be determined. The perpetual 
excess of foreign investments in Canada over the amount of 
Canadian investments in other countries is the basis for 
referring to Canada as a debtor country.
The term "export of capital" has been given different 
meanings by some writers. This inconsistency can be attributed 
in part to the meaning given to the word "capital" and also 
failure to define just what is transferred when capital is 
exported. For the purposes of a foreign investment study, 
the word capital does not refer to the common term capital 
goods, such as equipment, although such goods may and frequent­
ly do take the form of an export of capital. Also, currency 
is not exported with the exception of gold currency and thdse
^■Paul D. Dickens, "Criteria for Determining the Creditor- 
Debtor Position of a Country," Journal of Political Economy, 
'Vol. XLVII (December, 1939)» p."”1147.
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amounts of a nation's currency which may be sent by individuals 
for hoarding. Therefore, the term export of capital can not 
refer to physical currency. What actually is involved is the 
transfer of purchasing power in terms of their own currency 
to a borrowing country and by this transfer the borrowing : 
country is able to purchase goods and services in the lending 
country. By this transfer of purchasing power the receiving- 
nation acquires control over a portion of the real income of 
the other country which in turn acquires a promise to pay, 
such as stock, bonds, or titles to property expressing the 
obligation of the borrowing nation.5
At this point, some writers would make the distinction 
between the export of capital and international investment and 
follow with the classification of capital movements into "pub­
lic" and "private" flows. The entire flow of capital from one 
nation to another nation is defined so as to include govern-
•;V-mental loans and gifts as well as investment for profit on 
private account. Thus, a dividing line is established between 
public and private capital movements.^ Clearly, then, by this 
definition a transfer of capital from one government to another 
in the form of a gift or loan as well as private international
5Lawrence W. Towle, International Trade and Commercial 
Policy (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1947), p. 656.
^Donald Bailey Marsh, World Trade and Investment (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Company of Canada, Limited, 1954), pp. 4S9-
490 and Norman S. Buchanan and Friedrick A. Lutz, Rebuilding 
the World Economy (New York: The Twentieth Century Fund,
1947), p. 230.
investments would be a flow of capital between two parties.
On the other hand, a transfer of capital from an individual 
or industrial concern in one nation to an individual, industrial 
concern or government in another nation would be an internation- 
al investment. This is a useful distinction to make when con­
sidering the large amount of intergovernmental loans and uni­
lateral transfers in the form of foreign aid that has occurred 
during the last two decades which can not be considered invest­
ment with the hope of profit.
The natural desire on the part of investors to keep their 
money for domestic opportunities and their reluctance to risk 
their funds in foreign fields are offset by other considera­
tions which motivate investments abroad. First, the income 
factor is of prime importance and consequently capital tends 
to flow towards the places where it is most highly valued.
Capital transfers may take place as a result of a higher 
interest rate or profit available in the borrowing country. 
Second, political motivations have-in the past been responsible 
for the export of private capital to certain areas because of 
the desire to develop areas within the political system of 
the investing country or to increase the opportunity for ex­
tended domination.’'7 Third, what might be considered as social 
benefits are a factor today in encouraging foreign investment. 
This factor is tied to the profit motive, but from the standpoint 
of developing foreign resources it is sometimes possible to
?Towle, op. cit., p. 659.
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develop cheaper sources of supply of these materials whose 
benefits are passed on to the consums*through competition.^ 
Investments in some areas may have been impelled in the past 
by other secondary considerations. This is true of American 
investments in Canada and therefore these reasons will be dis­
cussed in a later chapter.
Opposed to the motivating factors, much has been written 
about the "favorable climate" which is necessary to attract 
foreign investors and the obstacles which tend, to discourage 
the movement of investment capital. The more serious of these 
obstacles which are present .in the underdeveloped areas of the 
world generally reflect the failure to honor contracts and 
legislation resulting in discrimination against investments 
from outside sources. The chief hindering factors include 
political instability with a resulting war hazard and the danger 
of expropriation or nationalization whereby the government of 
the, borrowing eountry may seize the property of the foreign 
investor. Legislation against foreign investment capital 
such as withholding certain rights and privileges granted to 
their own domestic investors and tax laws establishing inequi­
table or double taxation will impose serious burdens to foreign 
funds. Exchange problems exist whereby the borrowing country 
in unable to furnish the currency of the investing country so 
as to meet principal and interest payments. Thus, a transfer 
problem exists which will cause investors to suffer financially.
^Buchanan and Lutz, op. cit., p. 161.
Further, the currency of the borrower may be unstable as it 
falls in value in relation to the investors currency. This
‘•VA;.'-
■5 means that securities with a fixed return become worth less 
and less. Finally, the large number of defaults in the past 
decades because of the inability of borrowers to meet pay­
ments as they fall due is a deterring factor for new invest­
ments today.9 Again it should be mentioned that Canadafs 
position is unique as a foreign investment field because of 
the favorable climate that has existed there throughout United 
States foreign investment experience.
Further classification involves the problem of defining 
statistical patterns of the foreign investment process as they 
occurred in the past and as they appear today. The purpose of 
a statistical breakdown is to give basic information concern­
ing how much capital is invested in each country, who has in­
vested it and in what sectors of the economy it is invested. 
Also important is the statistical analysis of the form of. 
investment. These statistics offer background for such sub­
jects as the ownership, control, and financing of industry, 
the distribution of debt and the financing of capital forma­
tion. Also, an idea of the amount and type of earnings which 
annually accrue from these investments is obtained. This in­
formation is especially valuable to those making decisions re­
garding the importance and role of foreign investment to
^For a more detailed analysis of these obstacles see 
Economic Policy Division Series No. 1, Capital Export Potenti­
alities After 1952 (New York: National Association of Manu­
facturers, March, 1949)°
either the lending country or the borrowing country« It 
was not until after the Canadians had made a comprehensive 
statistical analysis of their foreign investment position in 
1955 that the great impact of foreign investment on the Cana­
dian economy was understood,,
An immediate distinction is to be made in investment 
capital according to the period of the credit. The "short­
term” foreign investments of) private investors are made up of 
loans and credits extended for one year or less.l^ They in­
clude credits that are extended in connection with foreign
(
trade which means that goods may be sent out with with payments 
due within twelve months. Loans that may be forerunners of 
long-term financing until long-run credit is arranged are 
included. More important are bank deposits in foreign 
countries and bank loans which are short-term investments.
Most of the short-term financing is connected with foreign 
trade payments and is thus labeled commercial credit which 
is not considered part of a foreign investment study. The 
short-term loans made by private banks from deposits in 
foreign countries may sometimes perform the investment 
functions and thus be classified as short-term investments.H 
However, the amounts of these loans in relation to the total 
magnitude of the investments in this study are nil and will 
not be given consideration..
l°This is the definition accepted by the U.S. Depart­
ment of Commerce.
11-Marsh, op. cit., p. 41®
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¥hen reference is made to investments, the ’'long-­
term" period of ten years and beyond is generally consid­
ered and as stated by C. P. Kindleberger "the traditional 
form of long-term lending is the bond<>"12 The foreign bond 
is known as long-term debt capital which dominated world 
money markets during the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries. However, today, with the exception for those of 
Canada, investors and borrowers have turned away from bonds 
after the.experience of default during the Great Depression 
and the decline of debt as a form of lending has led to the 
dominance of equity capital.
The significance of the term "debt" capital is that a 
loan is made which gives the lender a creditor status with 
regard to the borrower. The loan is represented by a promise 
to repay the amount borrowed plus a fixed rate of interest. - 
As evidence of his creditor position the lender holds a 
fixed interest security known as a foreign bond. Even though 
the bond is not the predominate type of security today in the 
total world investment scene, it is worth attention in this 
study because of its role in American investments in Canada.
During the period from 1&70 to 1914 when London was 
the principal capital.market of the world, investment banks 
or other financial institutions underwrote or facilitated the 
sale of foreign bonds. In other words, the investor, as
p„ Kindleberger, International Economics (Homewood, 
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955)•» p° 327.
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creditor, gave his funds to an intermediary financial insti­
tution which in turn became the investor?s debtor and 
channeled the funds to the borrower. The government could 
be the borrower, but never the lender. Essentially what 
took place was a distribution of the borrower’s securities 
or credit through the London market to private individuals 
and groups who were interested in loaning their money in 
safety and for a flow of interest income. In many cases 
where the bonds were subscribed to by the general investing 
public in this way, they were issued by a British corporation 
whose investment was "direct" in the sense that it controlled 
the assets of the foreign corporation to which it denoted the 
Borrowed funds.13 it is in this sense of the word that direct 
investments will be discussed in a later part of this chapter..
Though the great bulk of the capital was in debt form 
during this period, in some cases the investor invested sub­
stantially in "equity" capital which gave him an ownership 
status in a foreign corporation. In return for the investor’s 
capital, stock certificates are issued as evidence of a share 
of ownership in the corporation and the right to participate 
in its profit. The outstanding case of equity investment was 
the London shares from investments in South Africa.H
In passing, it is essential that a comparison be made
Sir Arthur Salter, Foreign Investments, Essays in 
International Finance, No. 12 (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1951), p. 6.
lz*Ibid.
between the direct and indirect systems of international in­
vestments of the period. It is to be noted that both English 
and American investors preferred to place their funds with 
the institution and in return receive a deposit claim against 
this institution.15 It will be noted later that both of 
these methods would give rise to what are classified as 
"portfolio” investments in present day literature.
World War I immediately disrupted the normal flow of 
investment capital from lending to borrowing countries.
Britain bore a large part of the burden of financing the 
external purchase of the Allies prior to the entry of the 
United States into the war. Besides the necessity for the 
British government to borrow abroad it was necessary for 
British investors to sell their foreign securities abroad 
in as far as possible. Although this action impaired the 
creditor position of Great Britain by the end of the war, it - 
is thought that Britain still held a substantial creditor 
position because of its extensive prewar foreign holdings. ^
After the close of the war, Great Britain resumed its 
export of investment capital, though on a smaller scale.
Among the estimates that were made of British capital exports 
during the interwar period, the most comprehensive were those 
of Sir Robert Kindersley who prepared and classified his
■^George W. Edwards, Investing In Foreign Securities 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1926J, pp. 92-93*
■^•^Wendell E. Thorne, "Export of Capital," Encyclopedia 
Britannica, Vol. IV (Chicago: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc.,
1947J, p. 796.
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estimates for publication in the Economic Journal of the 
Royal Economic Society.^ He analyzed the main block of 
Britainfs overseas investments covering the years 1929 
through 1938, but it was necessary for him to confine his 
figures to securities known by the London market. As is 
pointed out in his writings, there were other important 
miscellaneous investments abroad which he considered and made 
estimates of, but they were less susceptible to approximate 
measurement. These included unquoted securities not known by 
the London market and in addition numerous subsidiary branches 
and other private establishments abroad, whose, main assets 
were situated in England, issued securities which were not 
dealt in on the London market. The estimates of these secur­
ities were classified by Kindersley as "Private and Unquoted 
Investments." The main block of British investments he clas­
sified as "Quoted Securities" and further analyzed these and 
divided them into government and municipals, British companies 
abroad, and foreign and domestic companies. Also, Kindersley 
divided the total amounts of annual figures into "Share 
Capital" and "Loan Capital" and calculated the percent of 
eapital income for both equity securities and debt securities.
•̂ ■̂ See Sir Robert Kindersley, "A New Study of British 
Overseas Investments," Economic Journal, Vol. XXXIX (March, 
1929), pp. £-24; Vol. XL (June, 1930), pp. 175-183; Vol. XLI 
(September, 1931), pp. 370-384; Vol. XLII (June, 1932), pp. 
177-195; Vol. XLIII (June, 1933), pp. 187-204; Vol. XLIV 
(September, 1934), pp. 365-379; Vol. XLVI (December, 1936), 
pp. 645-661; Vol. XLVIII (December, 1938), pp. 609-634;
Vol. XLIX (December, 1930), pp.. 678-695*
He considered that there was a gap in British national statis­
tics relating to repayments, or income payments from overseas 
investments. Therefore, Kindersley made this inquiry over the
■V
years to determine the amounts of repayment in any one year 
of capital formerly lent abroad. Thus, he was able to ascer­
tain the receipts of income which are, of course, part of the 
national income.18
Prior to World War I, the United States had been in­
vesting capital abroad for the most part through the New York 
money market. On balance it remained a capital importing 
nation because of the great internal demand for its own de­
velopment. However, during the war this nation was able to 
repurchase large amounts of its securities held in Europe.
Also, in addition there were sufficient foreign loans to allies 
and Latin America so that by the end of the war the United 
States was no longer a debtor nation. Its creditor position 
grew rapidly as capital flowed abroad in the form of security 
purchases, controlling business investments and short-term 
funds. During the period from 1919 to 1930 the New York bond 
market assumed,the role that had been previously played by the 
London market. These security purchases in the form of bonds 
comprised about half of the long-term investments and about 
four-fifths of these were to foreign governments or carried 
a government guarantee. The other half of the long-term funds
-^Ibid., March, 1929> p» S.
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were of the equity type going towards business enterprises.^9 
Short-term lending was also of importance during the period, 
but because of its speculative nature exchange controls were 
imposed in the thirties to supress these funds.20
The height of the overseas investment during the inter­
war period occurred in 1930®^ Then came the great financial 
crisis of 1931 followed by extravagant debt loans to foreign 
governments which were defaulted one after another and as Sir 
Arthur Salter has written:
The memory of defaults by foreign governments on so wide 
a scale, and of the irresponsible attitude of the issuing 
houses concerned, was bound to remain.21
The equity type investments in business enterprises 
overseas fell to small volume after the crisis but recovered 
slowly after the thirties. After the Second World War they 
came again to significant proportions and the dollar amounts 
of this type of investment alone at the present are greater 
than the total of all investments during the twenties. Also 
of significant proportion since the end of World War II is 
the volume of bond issues presently in Canada. The foremost 
reason in explaining why this type of investment remains in 
Canada along with the large volume of equity financing is that 
the political and economic conditions that may cause default 
in many other countries are not present in Canada.
19saMi,er, op. cijfe--r p.viS\»V"
20Kindleberger, op., cit., p. 301.
21salter, op. cit., p. 24®
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The two types of long-term investments that have been 
referred to in preceding discussion as equity and debt funds 
have been generally classified by American and Canadian sta­
tistical services since 1930 as "direct” and "portfolio” in­
vestments. There is close agreement between the United 
States Department of Commerce and the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics as to the character and composition of these 
groups. However, precisely where the dividing line between 
the two groups is formed by the respective statisticians 
is the cause of some discrepency between their statistics.
In general, portfolio investment is undertaken for 
income only, and not for control of any foreign enterprise. 
From this it is clear that any investment in foreign bonds 
would be a portfolio investment by the definition we have 
made for debt, capital of which a bond is evidence. These 
bonds are usually denominated in the leading country^s 
currency so that, for instance, United States bonds are 
payable in dollars. The majority of portfolio investments 
consist of such bonds. Direct investments, by contract, are 
not only investments for income, but also for the control of 
the source of income. From this it follows that direct in­
vestments are placed in equity capital as evidenced by shares 
of stock in a foreign enterprise. These shares represent a 
portion of direct ownership of a foreign enterprise; how 
large a portion depends on the number of shares held in re- : 
lation to the total. Although such investments may be made
-19-
in theory either by corporations or individuals, practically 
all direct investment in foreign countries of American capi­
tal has been made by corporations,. Furthermore, the bulk of 
this type of capital from American investing corporations has 
been in amounts sufficient to have a fully controlling inter­
est, This direct ownership may be either in a "branch" plant 
overseas or in a foreign "subsidiary" of the domestic invest­
ing corporation. The important criterion is that in either 
case the investor must have a sufficient number of shares of 
stock in the foreign concern to give him a significant degree 
of control.
In order to provide a clear distinction between a 
branch and a subsidiary, the following United States Depart­
ment of Commerce definitions will be useful:
The terms subsidiary and parent are used to describe, re­
spectively, foreign corporations... and the owners of a 
reportable interest in such corporations, even if that 
interest is less than 50 percent. The latter also includes, 
collectively, individual holders of stock which in total 
constitutes a reportable interest.
Foreign branches are defined as the foreign assets of any 
person, natural or juridical, allocated to or held for the 
purposes of conducting that personas business in a foreign 
country. Foreign operations conducted by United States 
corporations in their own right, and not through a foreign 
corporation are defined as foreign branches - even if the 
operations in question constitute the sole activity of the 
corporations. The selling of merchandise through an inde­
pendent agent does not, of itself, constitute a branch 
operation, and foreign assets (such as inventories or ac­
counts receivable) resulting from agency operations arenot included.22
The important observations that can be made from these
22office of Business Economics, op, cit., p. 36.
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definitions are that the branch type of business organization 
which is unincorporated in a foreign country always represents 
full control of the foreign operation by the United States 
investor while the parent-subsidiary relationship establishes 
the possibility of a. varying degree of foreign ownership. 
However, this study will reveal that the preponderance of 
United States direct investments in Canada are in wholly- 
owned subsidiaries of American concerns.
There are some exceptions to the preceding division 
m&de between portfolio and direct investments. Although the 
majority of portfolio investments consist of bond holdings, 
there are also some minor holdings of stock (those not com­
prising a significant degree of control are placed in the 
category of portfolio investment along with debt holdings).
On the other hand some minority holdings that represent a 
sufficient voice in management are classified as direct 
investments. Notwithstanding these exceptions, American 
portfolio investments represent foreign dollar bonds held by 
Americans and direct investments represent the outright control 
of foreign branches or controlling stock in foreign subsidiaries 
of American investors.
As previously mentioned, some discrepency exists be­
tween the figures of the Bureau of Statistics and those of the 
Department of Commerce. To reconcile the respective definitions 
of direct investments as adapted by each it is necessary to 
first note the elements of agreement and then to indicate where 
possible discrepencies may exist. It is agreed that all
^21-
concerns in Canada which are known to have fifty percent or 
more of their voting stock held in one country outside of
i"
Canada are direct investments. This category would include
all known cases of branches and wholly-owned subsidiaries of
foreign companies plus a number of concerns with foreign
voting stock holdings between fifty and one hundred percent
of total voting stock. Also, as the Dominion Bureau states:
In addition a few instances of concerns are included where 
it is known that effective control is held by a parent firm 
with less than fifty percent of the stock.23
The Department of Commerce in effect agrees with this 
statement but is more precise by saying, "Foreign corporations, 
the voting securities of which were owned to the extent of 
twenty-five percent or more by persons, or groups of affiliat­
ed persons"24 (meaning parent concerns) are direct investments. 
Thus the Department of Commerce has drawn the line at twenty- 
five percent while the Dominion Mireau has left this line some­
what blurred by saying "these exceptional cases are confined 
to instances where control is believed to rest with non-resi­
dents. ”25 One further consideration is that the Dominion 
Bureau uses a third classification entitled "miscellaneous" 
investments which includes some minor holdings considered by
23Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada*s International 
Investment Position, 1926 - 1954. Ottawa: Queen*s Printer,
1956, p. 24.
^Office of Business Economics, op. cit., p. 4.
^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, op. cit., p. 24.
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the Department of Commerce as direct investments such as real 
property (other than that held for the personal use of the 
owner). Also included are other minor holdings such as those 
of private investment companies or investment trusts which 
contain some Canadian securities in their portfolios. The
Department of Commerce would classify these as portfolio in|j:
'I-vestments.26
Obviously the Dominion Bureaufs miscellaneous classifi­
cation and their blurred dividing line for the percent control 
necessary to determine a direct investment will account for 
the majority of discrepancies between the respective figures 
of these statistical services since all calculations were made 
on book value of the securities. However, as is emphasized by 
the Dominion Bureau, it is the concept of control that is the 
determining factor of a direct investment and in the last analy­
sis it may be a sufficient voice in policy making that influ­
ence st the classification.27
26A comparison of the surveys of these respective sta­
tistical services for the year 1954 indicates that the Dominion 
Bureau calculations for United States direct investments in 
Canada are over two percent more conservative than Department
However, for total long term United States 
investments in Canada the Dominion Bureau calculations are over 
one percent greater than Department of Commerce figures. Sam­
uel Pizer and Frederick Cutter, Office of Business Economics,
U. S. Department of Commerce, "Growth of Foreign Investments 
in the United States and Abroad," Survey of Current Business, 
(August, 1956), p. IS, and Dominion Bureau of Statistics, op. 
cit., p. 19o
27Be cause the Dominion Bureau of Statistics has conduct­
ed a survey which offers a more comprehensive series of data - 
relating to American investments in Canada, they will be chief­
ly relied upon as a source of statistics in this study for the 
post-war period.
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There are other significant differences between
Idirect and portfolio investments to be considered. Direct 
investment, in contrast with portfolio investment may or may 
not create dollar exchange. This is true because if goods t 
in the form of equipment are shipped.to a foreign country it 
is obvious from this that there will be no dollars made 
available to the foreign country. On the other hand, if 
goods are purchased and labor hired in the foreign country 
in connection with the investment project, then dollars are. 
made available to the foreign country.2^ By contrast, port­
folio investments by their nature always supply dollars to 
the foreign country.
The repayment problem furnishes a further contract. 
Because a bond has a contractual rate of interest income to 
be paid periodically, it follows that the burden of repay­
ment may put great stress upon the hbst country if they have 
a shortage of dollar exchange. As the accumulation of port­
folio investment builds up in. the host country, its flow of 
interest payments to the investing country'will likewise in­
crease. However, should the investing country become reluc­
tant to invest further new funds, then the supply of dollars 
to the host country has dropped thus creating a repayment pro­
blem. Direct investments call for dividend payments on equity 
holdings which will fluctuate with the availability of dollars. 
This dollar supply generally will rise and fall with the amount
2^Lewis, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
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of exports to the United States of the product of the invest-
' iment. The important point is that the repayment problem'pf. 
this nature does not arise with direct investment.29
Direct investments are generally considered more pro­
ductive than portfolio investments of the past, partly because 
direct investments usually carry with them technology and 
managerial experience of the investing corporation while port­
folio investment seldom offers any technology and certainly 
no management since no parent or investing business enterprise 
is controlling the venture.
While~~portfolio investment calls for a contractual rate
of interest as repayment and eventually repayment of the prin-
%  *cipal, direct investment is usually intended to be permanent
and will eventually multiply itself by reinvestment of its 
earnings if successful.
It has been previously stated that all foreign invest­
ment is profit motivated. Portfolio investment is undertaken 
for income as calculated against risk and profit on ̂ domestic 
opportunities. Direct investment will be based on profit 
motivation, but in addition may be impelled for business 
reasons such as to obtain new sources of supply or to widen 
markets which would remain closed unless an export‘of capital 
investment funds occurred. We can now observe these motiva­
tions at work by studying United States investment experience 
in Canada.
29Marsh, op. cit., pp. 61-62.
CHAPTER. II,.
FACTORS IN CANADA?S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The prominence of United States investments has been 
of outstanding importance in accelerating and extending de­
velopment in some sectors of the Canadian economy. In turn, 
the nature of Canadian development' has been, in large mea­
sure, a determining influence on the form and course which 
American investments in Canada have followed. To understand 
,the significance of this, it is necessary to look at some 
of the relevant factors in Canada*s economic growth which 
have contributed to this influence.
Canada: Climate, Land and Resources
One of the basic economic ideas behind Canadian con­
federation in 106? was to follow the path of the United States 
by organizing a large land area across the North American 
continent for exploitation and settlement. The realization 
of this has not resulted in a second United States, largely 
because of the given nature of its climate, land and resources.
Canada has an area of over 3»845,000 square miles in 
contrast to the near 2,977,000 square miles of the United 
States. The estimated population of Canada in 1955 was more 
than fifteen and one half million compared to the estimated
J'h.
one hundred and sixty three million in the United States for -V* ■ ’
the same year. Therefore,the average distribution ©f popular 
tion in Canada is determined as roughly four persons per
square mile compared with over fifty-four per square mile in 
the United States. The wastelands and tundra of the Yukon 
and Northwest territories of Canada comprise about thirty- 
nine percent of the total land area, but represent less than 
two-tenths of one percent of the total population. The nature 
of these unorganized areas and the northern parts of the pro­
vinces is responsible for the nation*s average low population 
per square mile. On the other hand, a small area in the south­
eastern part of the country covering one sixtieth of the whole 
area of Canada accounts for more than half of the total popu­
lation. Thus, one striking feature of Canada is the unequal 
distribution of population. Moreover, Canada has a growing 
need for more population to keep pace with the development of 
the country’s resources. While net immigration has greatly 
contributed to the growth of the Canadian economy in past 
decades, the amount of immigration has dropped off in the 
last few years. The result is that today Canada is facing 
a shortage of trained manpower in many occupations.!
A major explanation for the concentration of popula­
tion is that most of this large northern land mass has proved 
to be too cold or too rugged for permanent settlement. It 
is only along the more southern areas of Canada’s four thou­
sand mile length that the climate is temperate and that 
large land portions suitable for agriculture have been found.
■'■Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects, Pre­
liminary Report (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, December, 1956),
p. 109.
Canada lies almost completely above the forty-ninth parallel 
leaving it open to air masses moving in from the Artie. The 
result during the winter months is a heavy snowfall and com-, 
mon temperatures ranging from ten degrees Fahrenheit in the 
southeast, to minus fifty degrees in the northwest. What is 
more important as a hinderance in northern areas is the re­
sulting short growing season during the summer because of 
the long frost period.2
Climatical conditions, then, are an important draw­
back for much in the way of permanent settlement; moreover, 
the long southern strip of Canada, which is favored with 
desirable climate, is divided by natural barriers running 
north and south. Hence, the tendency has been for these 
barriers to create a number of diverse economies within one
‘ V "
nation.
Prominent among these barriers is an outstanding geo­
logical feature known as the Canadian Shield, which has a 
marked influence on the development of the country. This 
is a large U-shaped area formed by ancient rocks, such as 
granite and its allies, which covers over forty-five percent 
of the nation*s total land. It surrounds the Hudson Bay to 
the north and extends from Labrador on the Atlantic Coast to 
the middle prairie provinces above the Great Lakes and then
^Huey Louis Kostanick, "Canada*s Land and Resources," 
Current History, Vol. XXIX (July, 1955), pp° 19-20.
turns up to the Northwest territories reaching parts of the 
Artie Islands. This rugged land mass has rendered much of the 
area of the Central and Prairie provinces uninhabitable, in­
cluding most of Quebec, a somewhat smaller potion of Ontario, 
three-fifths of Manitoba and one-third of Saskachewan.3
Little part of this Canadian Shield is suited for agri- 
culture, but the rock formation contains mineral veins and 
metal deposits which give Canada its abundance of strategic 
and.critical primary materials such as iron, copper, nickel, 
and uranium. It is in this area that a vast amount of the 
recent discoveries and development in the field of mineral 
extraction has occurred. Yet, much of this area remains un­
explored and as Herbert Marshall states, "it would be amazing 
if the future does not bring many more discoveries just as 
spectacular. "4- The rivers that rush from the higher plateau 
levels of the Shield to the lower areas of the southeast 
where the population is concentrated, offer one of the world’s 
most effective sources of hydro-electric power. Later, as 
the growth of the nation demands more power, it is expected 
that the abundant uranium deposits will offer a basis for 
supplementing water power with atomic energy. Other favorable 
factors of this formation are the vast forests which supply 
much of the pulp and paper industry, the fur-bearing animals
^Herbert Marshall, "Canada-Northern Neighbor," American 
Statistical Association Journal, Vol. L (March, 1955), p. 2.
4Ibid., p. 7.
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which supply the trapping industry and the natural scenery of 
the area offering a notable tourist attraction.,5
Turning now to, naturefs other dividing features in 
Canada, we find a series of mountain ranges in the west known 
as the Cordilleran Region. Here high mountains are inter­
spersed with valleys where mixed agriculture and fruit growing 
are important. It is thought that little possibility of min­
eral deposits exists in these ranges which are northward con­
tinuations of the Rocky Mountains and coastal folds of the 
United States. However, the basic, industry of timbering is 
prominent, which here again supplies a pulp and paper industry, 
as well as a coastal and inland fishing industry. In addition, 
some mining of lead and zinc in the Rocky Mountains is notable. 
Certainly the potential low cost water power of these mountains 
is obvious, although it is not yet fully exploited. The ex- 
istence of the aluminum industry as well as the metallurgical 
and electro-chemical industries in British Columbia, all de­
pendent on low cost energy, is evidence of this power resource.6 
Another area,-creating a barrier is referred to as the
4Appalachian region, consisting of the Maritime provinces, New 
Foundland and the southeast part of Quebec. Hilly or moun­
tainous terrain is predominate throughout the region limiting 
the opportunity for agriculture. However, mixed farming, and
•It'#'some potato and fruit growing^is seen in the valleys of the
5lbid., p. 2. 
6Ibid.t p. &.
region.
While these barriers have many favorable features they 
consist of very difficult terrain. Throughout the nation*s 
history, transportation across Canada*s four thousand mile 
length, which is intermittently divided by these barriers, 
has been a problem Of economic development. The combined im­
pediments of terrain and sparse population over vast dis­
tances have made the cost of transportation a problem in the' 
past and will undoubtedly^pose problems in the future.7
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that Canada, is in the 
process of being bound together by a developing system of 
railroads, airlines and highways as well as the more spectacu­
lar development of a Trans-Canada gas pipe line from the west 
to the east. The completion of this1 pipe.;,lihe' is designed to 
give Canada a self-sufficiency in oil and gas which will flow 
from the petroleum fields of the West to the industrial East 
and replace present imports of cpal.^ In 1953 a pipe line was 
constructed with much difficulty from the Prairie region over 
the mountains of the Cordilleran Region to the province of 
British Columbia.9
Between the Canadian Shield towards, the East and the 
mountain ranges of the West lies another major feature of
7 v'See the Preliminary Report of the Royal Commission
on Canada’s Economic Prospects, op. cit., p. 55.
^The financing of this project is discussed in Chap­
ter V.
^Kostanick^ op. cit., p. 21,
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Canada*s geography known as the Downfold or Continental 
Plain covering sections of the Ppairie Provinces, - Manitoba, 
Saskachewan and Alberta. This area, which is actually a con­
tinuation of the Great Plains of the United States, contains 
fertile.soils permitting extensive wheat growing and likewise 
of great importance are the rich resources of coal in Alberta. 
More recently, the striking discoveries of oil and gas within 
this area have diminished the importance of coal as a source 
of energy.10
What may be described as a portion of this Continental 
Plain isolated by a stretch' of the Canadian Shield are the 
sections of the Central Provinces, Ontario and Quebec, known 
as the St. Lawrence Lowlands. Formed below the Canadian 
Shield and along the St. Lawrence waterway and lower Great 
Lakes, this industrial heartland of Canada is the area pre­
viously referred to as the southeastern area of population 
concentration. Because of its proximity to raw-materials, 
the Pennsylvania coal fields, electric power and water trans­
portation, Canada*s greatest industrial center has developed 
here. The fairly fertile soils along this lowland consti­
tute the oldest farming section of Canada, producing dairy 
products, poultry, and some fruits and vegetables consumed 
'■by the heavier population of the area.H
10Ibid.. p. 23. 
1:LIbid., p. 23.
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It is to be noted that nature has endowed Canada with 
an unusually large number of major primary resources, though 
it is evident the assortment is not well balanced and many 
are in rather inaccessible parts of the country. As the fore- 
going survey indicates, the resource's which Canada does pos­
sess, other than land suitable mostly for grain growing^'are 
chiefly minerals, forests and hydro-electric power sites.
Withvthe assistance of Tables I and II, the relative importance 
of commodities produced from these resources during the years 
1949 through 1953 may be observed.12
Because of recent enthusiasm for oil and metals, the 
importance of agriculture to the Canadian economy may be under­
estimated. Table II indicates that agriculture is still 
Canada*s leading primary industry, providing over fifteen 
percent of commodity production in 1953. although relatively, 
the importance of agriculture will no doubt decline.13 As
V
previously mentioned, the Prairie Provinces are in a unique 
position of having fertile soils for grain production and con­
stitute about seventy percent of occupied farmland. However, 
compared with the United States, Canada is relatively unable 
to grow a variety of crops because of its lack of first-class
12Table I shows the net values added, in monetary amounts 
while Table II is a percentage analysis of these same amounts. 
The totals of these tables do not represent the total output 
of the Canadian economy. Tertiary industries are not included 
in the analysis.
-'-^According to Tables V and VI the trend is downward.
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TABLE I
NET VALUE OF PRODUCTION BY PRIMARY 
























































jpi£alsc 9,990 10,753 13,075 13,726 14,536
3.Net production represents total value under a particu­
lar heading, less the cost of’materials, fuel, purchased elec­
tricity and supplies consumed in the production process. Data 
for fisheries and trapping represent total value.
'^Data for mining includes petroleum exploration and 
development.
cData for Newfoundland exclude agriculture, fisheries, 
trapping and fish processing in 1949 and 1950 but include 
fisheries and fish processing in 1951, 1952 and 1953 and 
trapping in 1952 and 1953»
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada Year
Book, 1956 (Ottawa: Queen,s Printer, 1956), p. 719.
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TABLE II
PERCENTAGE ANALYSES OF THE NET VALUE OF PRODUCTION 
BY PRIMARY AND SECONDARY INDUSTRY IN CANADA,
1949-53a
Industry
Percentage of Total Net Production
1949 1950 1951 1952 1953
Primary Industries 32.9 31.1 33.6 31.4 28.1Agriculture 20.2 17.5 20.3 18.1 15®4Forestry 3®5 3.6 3.7 3®9 3.5Fisheries 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6
Trapping 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
Mining*3 5.7 6.1 5.9 5.7 5.4Electric.power 2‘..7 2.9 . 2.8 2.9 3.1
Secondary Industries 67.1 68.9 66.4 68.6 71.9Manufactures 53®4 55.2 53.1 54.2 55.0Construction 13.7 13.7 13.3 14.4 16.9
Totalsc 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
aNet production represents total value under a particu­
lar heading, less the cost of materials.,. fuel, purchased elec­
tricity and supplies consumed in the production process. Data 
for fisheries and trapping represent total value.
^Data for mining includes petroleum exploration and 
development.
cData for Newfoundland exclude agriculture, fisheries, 
trapping and fish processing in 1949 and 1950 but include 
fisheries and fish processing in 1951> 1952 and 1953 and trap­
ping in 1952 and 1953®
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada Year
Book, 1956:' (Ottawa: Queenfs Printer, 1956), p. 719®
land and climate. On the other hand, agriculture is diversi­
fied enough for its products to form the basis of processing 
industries, such as slaughtering and meat packing, flour and 
feed mills, butter, cheese and canning, which help to make 
manufacturing the most important segment of the economy.
Table I indicates that the value added by mining and 
petroleum exploration and development has increased during 
the period analyzed. The amazing numbers, quantities and 
equalities of the recent discoveries in this field have given 
Canada a unique position. With less than one-third of the 
nation1s land area covered by geological reconnaissance, it 
is expected that there will be many new discoveries in the 
f u t u r e . A g a i n ,  the iron ore and oil discoveries have pro­
vided a basis for secondary production in an iron and steel 
industry as well as expanded oil refining capacity.
Another important primary industry, as -shown by the 
tables, is that based on Canada*s forest lands which in turn 
provides the basis of a good share of the secondary produc­
tion. From the more than eight hundred thousand square miles 
of forest land come the makings of fine timber and the pulp 
which has made Canada a leading paper producer.^5
Having made the foregoing observations, it is also 
apparent from the tables that secondary production constitutes
-^See the Preliminary Report of the Royal Commission 
on Canada1s Economic Prospects, op. cit., p. 46.
15Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Official Handbook of 
Canada - 1956 {Ottawa: Queenfs Printer, 195$), p. 147.
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a relatively smaller portion of total commodity production 
than in most industrial countries. This observation leads 
to the conclusion that Canada may depend rather highly on 
imports of finished goods. What is not apparent from the 
tables is that a large percentage of secondary production as 
well as much of the primary production is not consumed in 
Canada, but is dependent on an export market.
.*?&■.^Dependence Upon Foreign Trade
As has been observed, nature has endowed Canada with 
many primary resources, but because of the imbalance in these 
resources, such as a lack of land suitable for growing a 
variety of crops,, Canada is heavily dependent on imports for 
her supplies of tropical and semi-tropical products. In at 
least one other respect, from the standpoint of natural re­
sources, Canada remains at a disadvantage in that the loca­
tion of many resources has proved largely unsuitable for the 
development of large scale secondary processing industries. 
Consequently it is necessary to import large amounts of capi­
tal goods in the semi-finished or finished stage. These two 
factors alone explain in large part why the growth of the 
Canadian economy is geared to foreign trade.
Down through Canada’s history of development the 
country’s growth has depended upon the successful exploita­
tion of primary resources for export to world markets.^6 At
l^Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects, 
op. cit., p. 63.
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the same time, this exploitation has involved formidable 
problems of transport and technology as well as large capi­
tal outlays. Canada’s thin population and immature economy 
alone have not been able to provide these elements, but have 
required large injections of foreign investment capital, and 
in many cases capital’s accompanying technology, in addition 
to foreign markets.
Because the exploitation of primary resources generally 
requires small amounts of labor in relation to capital, it 
does not provide a great amount of direct employment once 
the initial development has been completed. Thus, not only 
are the expansions of primary resources vulnerable to exter­
nal demand, but also the question of future employment oppor­
tunity for a growing population and an expanding economy may 
be i n v o l v e d . 17 Since a good portion of the resources are 
rather inaccessible, the pattern of settlement consists main­
ly of small, isolated centers which may be almost completely 
dependent on the extracting operation. Of course, since no 
alternative employment exists in the same region, these 
communities find themselves extremely vulnerable to fluctua­
tions in foreign demand.
17ninqlliry into Canadian Prosperity,” Economist, Vol. 
CLXXV (December 29, 1956), p. 745-
1 cJ°The subject of the vulnerability of the Canadian 
economy to external commercial relations with other countries 
is a rather complex subject. It can be said that in part it 
depends on the elasticities of supply and demand for Canada’s 
export commodities. It is true that the supply is relatively 
inelastic because as previously noted Canada is unable to
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Another location disadvantage is the tendency for 
primary resources to be exported while in an early stage of 
manufactures Hence Canada is deprived of the more advanced 
stages of the processing and fabrication of these resource 
commodities. However, Canada stands at a considerable dis­
advantage in the development of efficient secondary manufac­
turing because presently labor.is scarce and costly in Canada, 
since it can either move to higher paid employment in the 
United States or earn higher returns in highly productive 
primary industry. The result is that Canadian firms have 
difficulty in competing with similar labor intensive firms 
in, say, European countries where wages are lower. Concerning 
secondary industries which are capital intensive, that is 
those requiring large inputs of capital rather than labor, 
Canada is again handicapped. If a capital intensive industry 
produces at a point of efficiency, it must realize economies 
of large scale production to spread high capital overhead
shift the factors of production to other commodities. The de­
mand for Canadian products in the past has been relatively 
elastic as a result of the business cycles in the importing 
countries. However, in the recent recession of 1948 and 1949 
in the United States, the demand for many Canadian products 
increased sufficiently to overcome the slump in demand for 
other products. The overall result was that Canadian exports 
to the United States continued to rise. It is presently 
thought that the Canadian economy has become less vulnerable 
to foreign demand fluctuations because the type of goods pro­
duced in Canada for export are enjoying a growing demand 
throughout the world, partly because of population growth 
and the greater emphasis on industrialization which require 
Canada's raw materials. See J. Douglas Gibson, "The Changing 
Influence of the United States on the Canadian Economy," 
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, Vol. XXII 
(November, 1956), p. 424°
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costs over long production runs. To achieve these economies 
of scale, it is necessary to find large concentrations of 
population to provide a large domestic market such as is 
found in the United States.^9 As previously was notedJ,
Canada1s population is too small and widely dispersed to pro­
vide this market and as stated by the Royal Commission on 
CanadaTs Economic Prospects, ”to run counter to these market 
forces would tend to increase the costs of the final product 
and make the development of the resources less attractive."20
Since the great markets of the United States are in 
close proximity to the settled areas of Canada there is much 
motivation for Canada to produce products that are needed in 
those markets. Indeed, in many cases the markets of the 
United States are more accessible to the producing areas of 
Canada than other parts of Canada which are divided by nature’s 
barriers; -a factor which has made it more desirable to import 
a commodity into one? sector of Canada that is exported from 
another sector, such as coal which is exported from the 
Prairies and imported from Pennsylvania.Likewise the low 
shipping costs across the Atlantic to industrialized areas 
of Europe offer Canada an export market.
•^Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects, 
op. cit., p. 63.
2QIbid.t p. 48.
2lo. J. Firestone, Canada’s Economic Development, 1867- 
1952, an unpublished paper prepared for the Third Conference 
of the International Association for Research in Income and 
Wealth (September, 1953)» p» 68.
As Table III indicates, the merchandise exports and 
imports of Canada are the largest and most important element 
in the current account of the balance of payments® The 
table shows exports of merchandise were equal to about seventy 
percent of total current account credits and imports were 
equal to about sixty-seven percent of current account debit s 
for the year 1955 and approximately the same percentages ap­
ply to trade with the United States alone. The striking 
features of the table are that the major volume of trade is 
transacted with the United States and further that imports 
are greater than exports to the United States leaving a trade 
deficit in excess of one billion dollars with the United 
States. In a later chapter it will be shown that these 
perennial deficits are an important part of the foreign in­
vestment issue which as Gibson states is "the other side of 
the same metal. r,̂ 2
By referring to Table IV the important role of inter­
national transactions to Canada will be made clear. Approxi­
mately twenty-five percent of the gross national product in 
the years 1946-1952 was derived directly from exports to 
foreign countries. For merchandise exports alone, the pro­
portion ranged from seventeen to twenty percent of gross 
national expenditure while imports amounted to fifteen to 
nineteen percent. These statistics are not the full picture 
of the importance of foreign trade to income and employment
22Gibson, op. cit., p. 427.
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TABLE III
CURRENT ACCOUNT OF THE CANADIAN BALANCE OF INTER­
NATIONAL PAYMENTS, 1954-1955
A. Between Camda and All Countries




1954 1955 1954 1955
Current Re c e ipt s:
Merchandise exports (adjusted)3,929 4,332 2,355 2,598
Mutual Aid to NATO countries 284 222 - -
Gold available for export 155 155 155 155:Thavel Expenditures 305 .3328 283 303Interest and dividends 147 160 69 82Freight and shipping 
Inheritances and immigrants* 313
385 169 199
.funds 89 86 42 45All other current receipts 298 393 233 314
Total Current Receipts 
Current Payments:
5,520 6,061 3,306 3,696
Merchandise imports (adiusted)3,9l6 4,540 2,800 3,280
Travel expenditures 389 449 320 363Interest and dividends 423 477 345 393
Freight and shipping 
Inheritance and emigrants*
356 408 261 287
funds 94 101 75 78
Official contributions 11 24 - -
Mutual Aid to NATO^countries 284 222 — —
All other current payments 479 532 312 336
Total Current Payments 5,952 6,753 4,113 4,737
Balance on merchandise trade ♦13 -208 -445 -682Balance on other transactions 
excluding official contribu-. 
tions
-434 -460 -362 -359
Official contributions -11 -24 - -
Current account balance -432 -692 -807 -1,041
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The Canadian
Balance of International Payments, 1955 (Ottawa! Queen*s 
Printer, 1956), p. 33 •
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TABLE IV
COMPONENTS OF GROSS NATIONAL EXPENDITURE AS A PERCENTAGE OF
GROSS NATIONAL EXPENDITURE 
(Based on current dollar series)
1946, • 194f ?1949! 1950 : 1951 I1952
Personal comsumptioni 66.3 66.6 64. B 66.6 66.1 62.0 62.3Government expendi­
ture. 15.2 11.4 11.5 12.9 12. B 15.0 IB. 3Gross domestic in­
vestment 15.9 22.3 21.1 19.4 22.9 25.3 19.2Exports of goods
and services 26.7 26.4 26.0 24.4 23.0 23.7 24.3Imports of goods 
and services -23.9 -26.3 -23.3 -23.3 -24.B -26.2 -23.5
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Merchandise exports 19.9 19.& 19.4 IB. 2 17.2 IB.4 lB.BMerchandise imports -15.2 -IB.4 -16.6 -16.4 -17.2 -19.1 -16.7
Note: Because of a residual error of estimate and some
rounding, the items may not add to exactly one hundred percent, 
The values used were based on the definitions of international 
transactions which are used in the national accounts.
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics,- The Canadian 
Balance of International Payments in the Post-War Years, 
1946-1952 (Ottawa: Queen*s Printer, 1953)» p« 14.
in Canada. It should be noted that much of the domestic in­
vestment in physical assets takes place in industries where 
the ability to export may determine the margin between profit 
and loss because of the additional volume sold. Finally, it 
must be considered that the service industries which comple­
ment the export industries are able to benefit from sales 
abroad.23
The fact remains that the lar^e scale, low cost, 
highly productive primary export industries of Canada have 
enabled the country to afford the overhead costs involved in 
overcoming the great distances and severe climates, to deve­
lop other lines of activity and to achieve a high standard 
of living for its population. It is the growth of primary 
industry that has accelerated the process of economic develop­
ment by attracting foreign investment capital, creating basic 
utilities, providing a stimulant to related secondary and 
tertiary industries and providing export income required for 
import payments and income payments on present foreign invest­
ments in Ganada.
Thus, this analysis can be summed, up by defining Canada 
as an export economy, which means that the structure of the 
Canadian economy is based upon foreign trade. The significance 
of this is that Canadians must rely on exports for the means 
of paying for things they do not produce for themselves and
^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canadian Balance of 
Payments in the Post-War Tears, 1946-1952 (Ottawa: ^ueen*s
Printer, 1953)» p. 14.
it is on exports that many Canadians depend for employment. 
Any attempt to rely on selfTsufficiency would obviously 
lower the standard of living.
Nevertheless, since Canadafs Confederation in 1367, 
the composition of these exports and imports has changed 
greatly in accordance with the pattern of industrial struc­
ture. The picture lias constantly changed as resource de­
velopment and manufacturing have expanded in response to 
foreign and domestic market forces as well as to individual 
initiative. Hence, the form that Canadaf s economic develop­
ment has taken over the' last ninety years has been influ­
enced to a large extent by changed in , the industrial struc­
ture of the economy.
The Changing Pattern of Expansion
The impact of changes in the industrial structure on 
Canadian economic development and activity has been large in­
deed; especially the varying contributions made by agricul­
ture and manufacturing. With the aid of Tables'? and VI the 
relative contribution of each sector to the Canadian economy 
may be observed, both as to percentage distribution of the 
working force employed in each sector and the net value 
added and national income originating by industry over the 
periods since Canadars confederation in 1367. To assist in 
this study it is appropriate to turn now to a brief appraisal 




PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WORKING**, BY INDUSTRY, CANADA,
- SELECTED YEARS, 1871-1952
1871 1891 1911 1921 1945 1950 1952
Primary Industries:
„ Agriculture 50.0 45.8 34,3 32.8 24.5 21.1 17.7
Fishing & trapping - 1.9 1.2 0.91.6
0.7 1.0 0.8
Mining - 1.0 2.3 1.6 1.5 1.9
Forest operations - 0.7 1.6 1.3 1.9 1.2 1.5
Total Primary
Industries 50.0 4-9.4- 39.4 36.6 28.7 24.8 21.9
Secondary Industries: 
Manufacturing 13.1 16.2 19.8 17.5 27.0 26.0 25.9
Construction — 10.1 7.3 9.0 4.3 6.1 6.8
Total Secondary
Industries 13.1 26.3 27.1 26.5 31.3 32.1 32.7
Tertiary Industries:
Public utilities - - - - 6.7 8.4 11.0
Other service industries - - - 33.3 34.7 34.4Total Tertiary 
Industries 17.0 24-.3 33.5 36.9 40.0 43.1 45.4
Total All Industries 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
aGovers gainfully-occupied as reported in the census for the years 
1871-1921, inclusive, and persons with jobs as reported in the labour 
force surveys for the period 194-5-1952 (with military personnel excluded). 
The data relate to the beginning of April for the years 1871 and 1891, and 
to the beginning of June for years 19U and 1921. For 194-5, the figure 
is as at the beginning of November and for subsequent years as at the be­
ginning of June. Special adjustments were made for manufacturing and 
construction for the years 1871 - 1911 to assure comparability with net 
and gross value of production figures and related data. Such adjustment 
was not made for 1921. The total number of persons working in secondary 
industries in this year is comparable with those shown for earlier years 
but not the two components.
Source: 0. J. Firestone. Canada^ Economic Development* 1867-1952. 
Unpublished paper prepared for the Third Conference of the International 
Association for Research in Income and Wealth, 1953, p. 136.
TABLE V I
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF NET VALUE ADDED AND NATIONAL INCOME ORIGINATING^ 
BT INDUSTRY, CANADA, SELECTED YEARS, 1870-1952
1870 1890 1910 1920 1929 1933 1939 1945 1952
Primary Industries:
Agriculture 31.8 27.9 23.7 18.5 12.1 7.6 11.7 11.8 12.0
- Fishing & Trapping 1,2 1.5 0.9 0.92.6
0.6 0.3 0.3 0,6 0.4
Mining 0.9 1.3 2.5 3.9 4.7 6.91.6
2.8 4.0
Forest Operations 10.3 6.4- 3.9 3.9 1.7 1.3 1.6 2.0
Total Primary
Industries 44-. 2 37.1 31.0 25.9 18.3 13.9 20.5 16.8 18.4
Secondary Industries:
Manufacturing 20.3 22.7 22.1 24*6 24.5 22.8 26.6 27.5 29.6Construction 3.8 4-. 6 5.3 5.6 6.1 2.8 3.4 3.5 5.5
Total Secondary
Industries 24.1 27.3 27.4 30.2 30.6 25.6 30.0 31.0 36.1
Tertiary Industries j
Public Utilities,etc.- . — - — 12.7 14-.1 11.6 11.0 10.4Government 
Other Service
— • — — 8.0 15.1 10.5 18.0 8.8
Industries - - - 35.8 40.5 33.1 24.9 28.8Total Tertiary
Industries 18.9 26.1 33.8 35.4 56.5 69.7 55.2 53.9 43.0
Total All Industry 87.2 90.5 92.2 91.5 105.4 109.2 105.7 101.7 101.5
Adjustment13 +12.8 +9.5 +7.8 +8.5 -5.4 -9.2 -5.7 -1.7 -1.5
Grand Total® 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
aFor 1870— 1920, inclusive, the figures represent the net value 
added by each industry. For 1929-1952, the data pertain to ineome origi­
nating in industry as given in the National Accounts published by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
^Adjustment item comprises rent, indirect taxes less subsidies, 
plus net investment income for the years 1870-1920, inclusive, and nation­
al income of non-residents for the years 1929-1952.
®Covers Gross National Product for the years 1870-1920, inclusive, 
and Net-National Income at Factor Cost for Years 1929-1952.
Sources 0. J. Firestone, Canada*s Economic Development. 1867-1952. 
Unpublished paper prepared for the Third Conference of the International 
Association for Research in Income and Wealth, 1953, p. 139,
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The first phase took place from IB96 to 1913 when devel­
opment was based on the railroad and grain economy of the 
western prairies. The marked downward trend in the price of 
wheat before l£96 was reversed in that year and now began to 
offer a stimulus to the economy. By the end of this period 
Canada had doubled its railway mileage and also the deepen­
ing of the St. Lawrence canal system was in the fina.1 stage. 
Together these modes of transportation and the discovery in 
1903 of dry-farming methods, which greatly reduced the frost 
and rust hazards in agriculture, were significant in the 
transformation of Canada from a modest to a major wheat pro­
ducer. 24 As a result, the emphasis was shifted from pro­
ducing primarily for domestic consumption to an increasing 
volume of wheat surplus for export. Immigration and foreign 
investment capital were accumulating in Canada from the 
United Kingdom and elsewhere and the first important expan­
sion of secondary and service industries occurred parallel­
ing beginning exploitation of minerals and hydro-electric 
power resources.However, this period came to an, abrupt 
end as a result of a sharp contraction in demand from foreign 
markets in 1913*
Shortly after the outbreak of World War I the needs of 
the Allies for food and military supplies again provided a
^"Canadafs Growth in the Twentieth Century,” Monthly 
Review, The.Bank of Nova Scotia (March, 1950), jp. 1.
^Firestone, op. cit., p. 155*
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strong stimulus to Canadian export industries. A notable 
acceleration of industrial diversification took place, 
especially in the refining capacity of metals now being un­
covered in greater quantities. It was at this time that 
Canadian manufacturing industries first overtook agriculture 
in net value of production (see Table V I ) . 2 6  Then, the end 
of the war brought another severe readjustment and the next 
wave of expansion did not get under way until the early 
1920’s and came to a halt about 1930 with the onset of the 
world wide depression.
What took place during the twenties was mainly a 
rapidly growing world consumption of newer industrial 
materials available in Canada. Also this expansion wave was 
stimulated by technological advances especially in the field 
of metallurgy. Development was concentrated on pulp and 
paper, non-metallic minerals and hydro-electric power and 
renewed growth in secondary forms of activity which reached 
a peak in 1929 that was not exceeded until after 1950.27 In 
the agricultural industry the significant change was in the 
relative importance of major commodities. While wheat was 
diminished as a percentage of exports, it was notable that 
foreign demand for other agricultural products increased 
slightly, but not enough to prevent agriculture as a group
26Ibid.. p. 141. 
27Ibid.. p. 156.
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from declining as a percentage of total exports.23
After the depression, growth was not resumed on a 
major level until the early years of World War II. But even 
under the handicap of lower demand from domestic and foreign 
markets some areas of manufacturing made notable gains in 
technology and expansion of capacity. However, the failure 
of the economy to grow was reflected in the appearance of a 
current account surplus during, the period in the Canadian 
balance of payments, a low level of trade and a virtual 
disappearance of capital inflow which marked the twenties.
With the outbreak of World War II, a strong ■ external 1 
stimulus was again provided for Canadian expansion, especial­
ly in agriculture, mining and certain branches of manufactur­
ing. Although manufacturing industries were developed in 
capacity, they were unprepared for the volume of military 
orders. However, wartime conversion took place within two 
years and expansion in productive capacity was striking in 
secondary manufacturing and some entire new industries were 
created. Because much of the wartime expansion was in basic 
industries the transition to peacetime conditions took place 
without much readjustment or change in the direction of 
Canada’s economic growth.29
Perhaps, then, the outstanding feature of Canadian 
expansion, between the Canadian confederation and the present
2gIbid., p. 151. 
29Ibid.t p. 157.
period, was after the First World War when the nucleus of 
Canadian expansion shifted from wheat to mineral and forest 
production and from railway building to the development of 
hydro-electric power sites. Though there was some increase 
shown in wheat production, the big expansion was in mineral 
and forest industries with marked growth in manufacturing.
The character of the expansion during and after World War II 
has been essentially in the same vein with the added stimulus 
of war production and replacement of facilities that had de-
..'i-
preciated during the depression.3'0
The results of this changing industrial structure on 
the Canadian way of life and the economic development of 
Canada have been profound. In general, the reorientation has 
been a healthy one as it has kept pace with the pattern of 
world demand, new developments in technology and recent 
methods of management. Labor has been transferred from low 
to highly productive industries resulting in increasing real 
income and a higher standard of living. The emphasis on 
manufacturing and service industries, which are heavy users 
of capital equipment, has greatly influenced the pattern and 
extent of investment in Canada. Because the primary indus­
tries, other than agriculture, are still of great importance 
in the Canadian economy there is a tendency toward integrated 
development as manufacturing and service industries also expand.
30»»Canadafs Growth in the Twentieth Century," op. cit.,
p • 4.
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Yet, the fact remains that Canada is still vulnerable to 
world demand for the products of its export industries, in 
spite of the growth of manufacturing and service industries 
which cater to the domestic economy.31
The current phase of expansion in Canada resembles 
previous periods of rapid growth in Canadian history in that 
there is a great demand for primary export commodities with 
the important exception of farm products. Although direct 
outlays on expansion of capacity in primary industries has 
accounted for only a small portion of total investment out­
lay, they have played a large role in the over all growth of 
Canada by indirectly stimulating investment in related fields.
Having made this appraisal of the changing structure 
of Canadian industry, it is possible to make some observa­
tions concerning the .relationship between the economies of 
the United States and Canada. Shortly after Canada's Confed­
eration, the United States was Canada's most important export 
market. However, by the end of the century the exports to 
Britain multiplied over four times while those to the United 
States only doubled. As Firestone has observed:
In Britain rising living standards meant growing demand 
for meat and dairy products. On the other hand, in es­
sence, the course followed by United States economic de­
velopment in the latter part of the nineteenth century 
tended to emphasize the competitive rather than the com- 
plfemfehtary aspect of the relationship between the economies 
of the United States and C a n a d a . 32
3lFirestone, op. cit., pp. 137-138* 
32ibid.. p. 94*
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As was previously noted, Canada was exporting agricul­
tural products at this time since the Canadian economy was 
structurally based on agriculture. It was at the end of the 
nineteenth century that American agricultural production was 
growing also, "which made it increasingly difficult for 
Canadian farmers to compete even in the border areas."33
Today we may observe that sixty percent of Canadian 
commodity exports go to the United States because of the 
heavy demand by Americans for the primary products.34 These 
products are produced from the mineral deposits that much of 
the Canadian prosperity is based on in this present period. 
Today some phases of American and Canadian manufacturing and 
some agricultural exports of both countries are competitive 
on world markets. Nevertheless, the preponderance of Canada’s 
exports of primary products are increasingly becoming impor­
tant to the United States. This has given the Canadian 
economy access to American capital and industrial technology. 
Though these contributions to some spheres of Canadian develop­
ment have been substantial, they have carried in their wake a 
number of problems which have culminated in the present period 
of expansion.
33lbid.. p. 94.
3 4q ib son, op. c it., p . 421.
CHAPTER III
THE HISTORICAL GROWTH OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS IN CANADA
From its beginning Canada’s economy has developed with 
the assistance of foreign investment funds. These foreign 
funds have changed in relative importance as a component of 
total Canadian investment and also in their consequences for 
the Canadian economy. Nevertheless, they have remained 
throughout all staged of development as an important asset to 
Canadafs growth.
For the purpose of this study, the historical analysis 
begins with the influx of foreign capital in the 1850*s and 
surveys succeeding periods through World War II. Although 
Canadafs overall dependence on foreign capital was greater 
during most of these periods than during the period following 
World War II, they are not treated exhaustively in this study. 
Only an investigation of the important roots of foreign invest 
ment experience in Canada is necessary to reveal the irregular
growth and changes in sources and nature of investment. Thus
/
an analysis of the origin and growth of foreign investments 
in Canada will reveal the increasing importance of the United 
States as a creditor nation of Canada and will serve as back­
ground for a detailed study of the role of United States in­
vestments in Canada during the post World War II period.
Before developing these historical periods of foreign 
investment in Canada, it should be acknowledged that estimates
of many writers concerning the volume of those investments are 
usually based on data of a very fragmentary kind, thus leav­
ing room for considerable error. Kenneth W. Taylor, co-author 
of one study concerning American investments in Canada,1 assert 
ed in a Canadian journal what he termed "a word of caution as 
to estimates of foreign investments in C a n a d a , Taylor empha­
sized that it was near impossible to give accurate amounts of 
repayments of borrowings because of the lack of data showing 
how many bond issues were repayed or refunded at maturity.
Also, there was little record of foreign capital lost in 
Canada through depression or unwise investment or management.
Further emphasis is given to the point that large blocks of
\
security issues made through New York as American investments 
may very frequently have been withdrawn in part for sale in 
Canada. All of these are alterations of original totals of 
foreign investments and should be deducted, but often avail­
able data do not reflect these changes. Further limitation 
of statistics developed from the transfer of securities across 
the border by private sales of which no records were available, 
although it is thought that such transfers were of considerable 
:amount. Finally, estimates of foreign investments other than
^Herbert Marshall, Frank A. Southard and Kenneth W. 
Taylor, Canadian-American Industry (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1936). This is a detailed study of American direct in­
vestments in Canada and Canadian direct investments in the 
United States during the thirties.
^Kenneth Taylor, "Foreign Investments in Canada," 
Canadian Historical Review, Vol. VIII (June, 1927), pp. 137-13#
ownership of publicly issued securities are considered to be 
very fragmentary. These include the preponderance of earlier 
American direct investments or purchase of real estate, mort­
gages, timber rights and other natural resources. Jacob 
Viner found a considerable quantity of data bearing on the 
foreign investments in Canada when making his study of the 
period prior to World War I, but states that:
unfortunately, much of it is of questionable accuracy and 
all of it together fails to cover the entire field.' More­
over, statistics of international investments have cebtain 
characteristics which invariably render it difficult, if 
hot impossible, to obtain complete and accurate measure­
ments Of the amount of such investments. In the last re­
sort, after special classes of investments have been more 
or less accurately compiled on the basis of fairly com­
plete and accurate data, use mufet be made of conjectural 
material for those classes of investments for which equal­
ly satisfactory data cannot be secured.3
Railroad Age in the 1850*s 
Beginning with a period of prosperity prior to the Con­
federation, the 1850*5 represent the first important upsurge 
of growth in the Canadian economy. The economic growth of 
this period, like in other periods to follow, was facilitated 
by large amounts of foreign investment capital as well as 
increased immigration. The prosperity of the period was 
largely based on railroad construction. English investors 
were tempted to assist in the venture of building railroads 
as a result of the Guaranty Act of 1849 which provided the 
backing of the Canadian provincial government for railroad
3Jacob Viner, Canadafs Balance of International In- 
debtedness, 1900-1913 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1924), p. 108.
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issues.4 Canada was a relatively new land and agriculture 
was the chief industry leaving the country in a pioneer 
stage and lacking the accumulated capital required by rail­
road ventures. Consequently, with a guarantee of interest 
on railroad bonds, English capital helped to finance much 
of the development through the purchase of government bonds. 
There followed a vast amount of railroad building and other 
investment which resulted in an additional two thousand miles 
of Tailroad by 1S60, whereas about sixty miles were in exis­
tence in 1&50. It was estimated that over $100 million were 
spent on railroad construction during this period.5
With the extension of railways into new areas, a growth 
of cities took place accompanied by speculative land-booms 
in Canada. Higher land values enabled local governments to 
levy high tax assessments which in turn meant that Canadian 
municipalities were able to borrow from the London market.
As a result, English bondholders now held municipalities and 
railroad bonds guaranteed by the provincial governments 
which are estimated to have been an amount as great per capita 
as the inflow of all foreign capital in a following boom 
period between 1900 and 1914.^
^Penelope Hartland, "Factors in Economic Growth in 
Canada,"5Journal of Economic History. Vol. XV, No. 1 (1955), 
p. 13.
^Ibld., p. 14.
6h . C. Pentland, "Role of Capital in Canadian Economic 
Development before 1 $ 7 5 Canadian Journal of Economics and 
Political Science. Vol. XVI (November, 1950), p. 457-474.
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Following a financial collapse in 1$57 and 185$, all 
railroads and municipalities were in trouble which deterred 
them from meeting interest payments. Consequently, the Pro­
vincial government had to aid both railroads and municipali­
ties in this dilemma which jeopardized future Canadian credit. 
Nevertheless, this real capital formation of the 1850*s 
assisted by foreign funds provided the basis for increases 
in Canadian output and productivity which took place in subse- 
quent periods.
Period from Confederation to 1900
Growth in the Canadian economy was sustained during the 
period from Confederation in 1867 to the turn of the century, 
although expansion was more moderate than in preceding or 
following periods. The whole period may be divided into three 
phases described as prosperity from 1867 to 1873, depression 
from 1$73 to 1896 and the beginning of a long period of expan­
sion in 1896 extending well into the twentieth century.? The 
depression period, which was wor-ld.-wide, was marked by a fall 
in prices and international investments which impeded economic 
expansion in the new countries, including Canada. let, Fire­
stone has noted that "There was general economic improvement 
on a world-wide scale between 1888 and 1$90 which brought
?0. J. Firestone, Canada*s Economic Development, 1867- 
1952, An unpublished paper prepared for the Third Conference 
of the International Association for Research in Income and 
Wealth (September, 1953), p. 119.
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revival to some industries in Canada."^ Further evidence 
lies in the fact that the volume of investments - from abroad 
in 1900 was smaller than the level of the late lSBO's and 
early 1390*s and in 1330 and again in 1900 interest and divi­
dend payments constituted a debit item in the Canadian bal­
ance of payments while they were a credit item in 1890.9
Most of the foreign investment funds that entered 
Canada during the period were exported by Britain and the 
United States. There is apparently limited evidence upon 
which to base estimates of the amount of capital exported to 
Canada by these respective countries, but the large majority 
appears to have come from B r i t a i n . 10
One important observation can be made concerning the 
function of these investment funds. British funds continued 
as portfolio investments providing capital for further rail­
road construction in Canada as well as to provide a source of 
money borrowed by CanadaTs dominion, provincial and municipals
8Ibid., p. 120.
Q^Hartland, op. cit., p. 15.
10Viner, op. cit., p. 99, Viner accepts estimates that 
Canadian securities floated in the London market up to the 
epd->of 1899 to be at approximately #989 million. He then 
an estimate of #150 million for United States invest- 
ments plus #60 million for British investments privately 
made. The latter amount may be divided arbitrarily; #50 
million to Britain and #10 million to countries other than 
the United States. Thus it is estimated t h a t t o t a l  of 
approximately #1,200 million of foreign capital was invested 
in Canada prior to 1900.
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governments for public works. On the other hand, United 
States investments mostly entered Canada in the form of 
direct investments. According to one study, eighty-two 
American controlled and affiliated manufacturing establish-
• p
ments existed in Canada by the year 1SS7 (see Table VII). Of 
these, forty-eight were owned outright or considered clearly 
controlled in the United States.^
What appears to be at least partly the motivation be­
hind the establishment of these American firms was the Canadian 
tariffs introduced on manufactured goods, especially the tariff 
of 1&79« Table VII indicates that over one-half of these 
American firms were established between the years 1S79 to 1S$3» 
While most American plants were manufacturing consumer goods 
and capital equipment, others were engaged in the processing 
of natural resources, especially lumbering, which is indicative 
of an American desire for new supplies of basic materials.
This small influx of United States investment didn’t 
attract public attention at the time, since undoubtedly it 
formed only a fraction of Canadian production. However, it 
is to be noted here that the location in Canada of this small 
number of American branch plants is the earliest stage in the 
gradual development of a movement which is now vital to Canada 
and important to the United States..
Period from 1900 to 191.4 
According to all evidence, the period from 1900 to
^Marshall, Southard and Taylor, op. cit.. p. 13.
TABLE VII
AMERICAN. CONTROLLED AND. AFFILIATED MANUFACTURING FIRMS IN
CANADA ESTABLISHED;;,ANNUALLY-1870- 1B87, vCLASSI - 






1871 - — _ •i»
1872 1 - — — 1
1373 — — . — -I 1
1374 — — _
1375 - - - 1 1
1376 2 m 1 1 4
1377 - 1 2 31373 2 2 1 2 7
1379 12 2 4 3 211330 2 1 — 4 71381 1 1 - 2
1882 6 2 2 10
1883 6 — — 1 7
1884 3 1 - 2 6
1885 2 2 1 2 7
1886 . — — 1 1 2
1887 .1 1 2
Total 38 12 9 23 82
Source: Herbert Marshall, Frank Southard and Kenneth W.
Taylor, Canadian-American Industry (New Haven: Yale Univer­
sity Press, 1936J, p. 13.
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World War I was one of general prosperity in Canada. Wheat 
production and further expansion of railroads were the nuclei 
of economic development. A profitable wheat harvest from the 
prairie provinces was now made possible by the adoption of 
technological factors previously mentioned in Chapter II. 
Canada was now in a position to obtain the profits available 
from growing and exporting wheat to the European market for 
food.
While the more moderate expansion of the preceding 
period occurred in conjunction with a net increase in immigra­
tion, a much larger influx of immigrants took place during 
the first fourteen years of the twentieth century. ^  However, 
it is evident that the chief factor of growth was the greater 
amount of foreign investment which was provided during the 
latter period. It is during this post-1900 expansion that 
the increase in foreign investment had a greater impact on 
Canadian development than in any preceding or ensuing period. 
This is apparently true because investments from foreign 
sources made up a larger percentage of total development 
capital than in more recent periods. Also it is to be noted
that capital imports were more than one-half as large as
%
domestic savings from 1901|1915 while for ensuing periods they
'S'
-^See Immigration Statistics in Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics, Canada Year Book,.1948-1949 (Ottawa: Queen’s
Printer), 1949.
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have not been known to approach this ratio.^3
Further evidence of the role of foreign investment is
given by Kenneth Buckley when he points out that the large
majority of federal and provincial securities and a large
part of municipal securities were sold abroad. Buckley
further states:
The relative weakness of private domestic capital was 
reflected in the great extent to which public utilities 
were publicly owned, or, when privately owned, dependent 
on government guarantees .of their bond issues,
Also some institutional funds of insurance and trust and loan
companies used for mortgage loans were secured .from foreign
sources.
With the aid of Table VIII, the major changes in 
Canada*s capital indebtedness to foreign countries may be 
outlined. As was true in preceding periods, the London capi­
tal market was the principal source of foreign capital needed 
for the large-scale development of the period. It is largely 
in this decade before World War I that Canada became so 
greatly indebted to Great Britain. Imports of capital from
^Table IX shows the comparison of savings to imports 
for the period following (1915-1930). Even in most recent 
years when capital inflows have been very substantial, the 
net contribution of non-residents to savings used for- all 
types of investment in Canada has been only about one-seventh 
of the total. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada Tear 
Book, 1952-1953 (Ottawa: QueenTs Printer, 1953), p. 10$7.
l^Kenneth Buckley, Capital Formation in Canada, 1596- 
1930 (Toronto: University of Toronto PressJ,' 1955), p« 65.
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TABLE VIII
A. DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL FLOW OF FOREIGN CAPITAL INTO CANADA
1900-14 .
(Millions of dollars)
All Great United Other
Countries Britain States Countries
Dominion and Provin­
cial Governments 179 175 4 ---
Municipal Governments 260 200 60 ---
Railroads 767 670 50 47
Industrial 630 420 l£0 30
Land and Timber 305 £0 145 £0
Mining 125 65 60 m wInsurance £2 32 50 ---
Other 19£ 111 £1 6
TOTALS 2,546 "1,753 630 163
.B,’ EXTERNAL INVESTMENTS IN CANADA AT DEC. 31, 1930
.... . (Million;s of dollars)
Dominions 6 £2 235 441 7Provincial 592 69 5I7?P : 6Municipal 432 1£2 249 2
Railways 2,244 1,352 S33 60Other Utilities 634 100 522 12
Manufacturing 1,573 275 1,2£6 12Mining and Smelting 334 74 255 5
Merchandising ^ 203 62 137 4Financial 543 243 251 49Other 377 176 170 31TOTALS 7,614 2,766 4. ,660 1££
Source: Kenneth Buckley, Capital Formation in
Canada, 1396-1930 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1955 J y p. 66. ___  ______________
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Britain of $1,750 million from 1900-1914 raised Canadafs 
debt to that country to an all-time high of $2,BOO million. 
Before 1900 virtually Britain*s entire investment had been 
in government and railway securities and mortgage debentures. 
Government and railway securities accounted for $1,045 mil­
lion of the total British investment from 1900 to 1914» but 
industrial investment standing at $420 million also became 
prominent by 1914« However, the period was also marked by a 
constantly growing capital indebtedness of Canada to the 
United States. United States investments increased at an even 
more rapid pace than British investments, but at the end of 
the period they still amounted to only approximately one- 
third of the latter. Notable also was the increase in in­
vestments originating in other countries.
The compilations of the first section Of Table VIII 
show that the preponderance of these American investments 
took the form of direct investments which were either the 
purchase or establishment of manufacturing enterprises in 
Canada, (generally as subsidiaries) or as purchases of land 
for farming and timber or lumber rights and mining properties. 
Viner has observed that less than forty per cent of American 
investments in Canada during the period consisted of the 
portfolio type and proceeds to explain why the United States 
should have been investing capital in Canada while still a 
debtor nation herself. He terms this as a result of "national 
specialization of industry,” meaning that American capital was 
available in limited amounts for investment where American
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technology would apply. American capital typically had the ' 
characteristics of venture capital, requiring industrial 
technique and involving considerable economic risk, yet 
offering a.chance of high profits as well as loss.^-5
The motives for the establishment of American branch 
plants in Canada may be thought of as political, sociologi­
cal, economic and geographic factors. Viner has offered a 
statement of what seemed to be evident motives for American 
direct investments in Canada during this period. First, 
indications were that Canada offered a market which demanded 
American products because of the proximity of the two nations, 
but in many cases a protective tariff prohibited imports of 
goods manufactured in the United States. Second, the Canadian 
patent law had a provision that stated where a commodity was 
sold by the patentees in the United States at a monopoly price, 
this price could be met by Canadian producers, either with 
or without tariff protection, if they could obtain the basic 
patents. During the period the timber and pulp-wood resources 
in the United States were rapidly becoming depleted. This 
factor coupled with provincial restrictions on the export of 
pulp wood from Canada gave cause to the establishment of 
American plants. Finally, the beginning of preferential 
tariffs within the British empire was taking place and the 
preference for goods “Made in Canada” operated together as
^5viner, op. cit., p. 2S6.
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a motive for establishing plants in Canada to benefit from 
trade with portions of the British empire as well as within 
Canada.1^
It is known that international investment has a number 
of effects on the balance of payments. In most instances 
large capital inflows are associated with prosperity and with 
current account deficits in the borrowing country. As Viner 
observed, both exports and imports are affected in content 
and quantity by the flow of foreign investment funds. He 
therefore examined the export and import statistics of this 
period, 1900 through 1913* and determined that exports were 
restricted and imports were above what they would have been 
in the absence of foreign funds. Exports were restricted, 
according to Viner, due to.the increasing consumption of 
Canadian raw materials by domestic manufacturers instead of 
continued export of these raw materials. Of course, this 
conclusion is based on the premise that an increase in manu­
facturing was made possible by foreign investments in Canadian 
manufacturing enterprises. . This expansion of manufacturing 
also withdrew labor from the production of raw materials, 
which could have been exported, to the construction of plant 
and equipment as well as the manufacture, from imported raw 
materials, of commodities for. domestic consumption. Another 
factor is the development of public works and railroads made 
possible by foreign funds which absorbed large amounts of the
l6Ibid., p. 287.
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immigration of labor, thus consuming more Canadian commodi­
ties available for export. A final factor was the changes 
in relative price levels resulting from capital imports which 
would cause restricted exports.^7
Concerning imports Viner concluded that borrowed capi­
tal was transferred to Canada largely as increased commodity 
imports after allowance was made for increases due to rises 
in imported commodity prices and to increases in population.
In discussing the question of whether capital goods imports 
or commodity imports entered Canada to a greater extent as a 
result of borrowings, it was concluded that in Canadafs case 
capital borrowings entered more in the form of consumer commodi­
ties. Canada was considered by Viner as a sufficiently impor­
tant producer of capital goods during the period so that much 
of the material required by new investments was of local 
character although capital goods were imported to some extent.
On the other hand, a large part of the investment expenditure 
was considered to be for wages and services. Laborers directly
! ^Ibid., pp. 262-263. Viner showed inductively that
foreign capital flowing into Canada at an increasing rate re­
sulted in a greater rise in the domestic price level, while 
least noticeable was the rise in import prices. Export 
prices seemed to be intermediary between the other two levels. 
The result was stimulating to imports and tended to reduce the 
quantity of exports, thus being consistent with classical 
theory concerning the adjustment of the balance of trade to 
a disturbance (capital imports in this case) by means of the 
influence of spreading price levels on quantities exported 
and imported. The profitable export of several Canadian pro­
ducts for which the demand was relatively inelastic and the 
fact that import prices were relatively l;Ow* resulted in the 
shift of the terms of trade in favor of Canada.
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engaged in projects financed by foreign capital and those 
engaged in domestic industries producing capital goods to be 
used in the projects received their real wages in part in the 
form of this real transfer of consumer goods .into C a n a d a . ^  
When referring to the role of capital imports in 
CanadaTs prosperity of the period, it may be concluded that 
the level of foreign funds was probably excessive or that in 
part the funds were invested in economically unsound ventures.
V
The comparison made in Table IX between capital inflows and
net additions to private domestic investment tend to show
that until after 1915 foreign investments were growing,at a
rate which was hardly justified by the rate of expansion of
structures and equipment. One writer expressed the fol-lowing
view concerning the events' of the period:
Capital development was necessary . . . and in a new coun­
try, like Canada, it was a tradition that capital should 
come in from abroad. ...The bulk of the foreign borrowing 
remained for a time as a foreign asset of the Banking 
system ....There is an element of truth in the idea that, 
given a determination to develop our country, and given 
a willingness on the part of the Banking system to impart 
the initial impulse by rather free lending policies, it 
is possible that, with our domestic gold production, 
there tes no particular reason in 1900-13 Why we ourselves 
could not have financed our development without recourse 
to British investors. Under pressure of necessity, we 
developed a domestic Bond market and financed heavy war 
expenditure in a way somewhat analogous to what I have 
in mind.19
lgIbi‘d., pp. 277-279.
Elliot, ’’The Importation of Capital into Can£d'a - 
its Effect and the Possibilities of its Control,''Pt.Ill, Chap­
ter III of The Canadian Economy and its Problems, (ed. H.A. Innis 
and A.F.W. Plumtre) (Toronto: 1934), pp. 224, 22B and 242-243, as 
cited by John Knapp, "Capital Exports and Growth,"- Economic 
Journal, Vol. LXVII (September, 1957), p. 436.
TABLE IX
ROUGH ESTIMATES OF NET PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND NET SAVINGS,
1901 - 1930 
(Millions of dollars)




















1901 - 5 402 222 40 301 363 5.3 6.4
1906 -10 929 262 255 784 662 9.2 7.8
1911 -15 1261 360 ; 770 1515 876 12.4 7.2
1916 -20 1060 589 2195 262 3582 1.3 17.1
1921 -25 784 159 525 -72 1540 -.3 6.8
1926 -30 1728 62 5 400 563 2190 2.0 7.6
Note; An allowance for replacement investment has been made in 
the above table by taking ten percent of the average gross national pro­
duct of Canada in each quinquennium. If this allowance were not made 
the figures on capital imports and gross domestic savings would great­
ly understate the magnitude of the change in circumstance after 1911-15, 
because the capital imports were offset by net additions to productive 
capacity (or public debt) while gross savings were offset by net 
additions and replacements.
Source; Kenneth Buckley, Capital Formation^in Canada. 1896-1930 
(Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 1955), p. 64.
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This view is held by John Knapp who recently wrote a paper 
giving emphasis to what he termed as "excessive borrowing" 
in past investment programs which had recourse to funds from 
abroad.20 if Knapps’ thesis is applied to the 1900-1913 
period of investment experience in Canada, it would imply that 
there was excess liquidity preference on the part of the Banks 
or the public making it difficult or impossible for investment 
programs for capital formation to obtain domestic funds.21 
Or perhaps Canada’s excessive borrowing was a reflection of 
the undeveloped state of her capital market and banking 
system during the period.
The end of this period is marked by the changes re­
sulting from World War I. Inflows of investment furids were 
being largely supplied by the New York money market as new 
issues of government bonds were being placed in the United 
States. The year 1915 resulted in the shift from London to 
New York as the principal supply of foreign investment funds 
of the portfolio type. Although, as previously indicated, 
American investments had assumed prominence before the war 
in the form of direct investments, they increased during the 
four war years, mostly in the portfolio type, to an amount as 
large as the increase from 1900 to 1914. Thus what is evident 
from these facts and the compilations of the second section 
of Table YIII is that the war years mark the close of Canada’s
2®Ibid.. pp. 432-444. 
21Ibid., pp. 434-436'.
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major reliance upon the United Kingdom as a source of exter­
nal funds and the beginning of the period during which Ameri­
can capital predominated. However, this shift is symptomatic 
not only of the change in the role of the two supplying coun­
tries, but also of basic shifts in the importance of the 
various types of investment in Canada. From this time onward 
an increasing part of Canada’s development was of the type 
which the United States through previous experience was 
adapted to participate in.
Post-World War I through 1930 
Throughout the period following World War I and ensuing 
periods, the major source of foreign capital in Canada has 
been the United States. There was no marked change in the 
distribution of British capital among' the various fields of 
investment in the period up to 1930. Referring again to 
Table VIII it can be noted that of the total British claims
' r
of $2,766 million outstanding in 1930, $1,938 million were 
in government and railroad securities. Investment in manufac­
turing was now slightly less important while insurance invest­
ment was slightly more. British investments in Canada had 
been and remained over the period typically portfolio invest­
ments with the greater part in bonds.
By ,1930 the value .of United States direct investment 
had grown to over $2,000 million. This growth, which repre­
sented to a large extent the reinvestment of earnings, was 
independent of the shift from London to New York. However, 
as a result of this shift by 1930 the value of portfolio
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investments held in the United States exceeded the value of 
direct investment by more than $500 million. Canadian govern­
ment securities held by American institutions and individuals 
in 1930 were about equal to American investments in Canadafs 
manufacturing. American holdings of utilities:were approxifaate- 
!y as large as British investments in Canadian public utilities, 
although not so highly invested in railways. All of these 
changes are apparent in Table X.
Buckley concludes in his study of the,period that 
American interests, in response to the expansion of Canada*s 
economy, owned and controlled approximately forty percent of 
all capital invested in Canadian manufacturing, mining and 
smelting by the end of 1930. In some phases of manufacturing 
and metal processing the percentage is stated to be well above 
forty percent and in the export industry of pulp and paper 
at fifty percent of all capital invested. It is further evi­
dent from Buckley’s study that utilities and government bonds 
were the major concentration of all foreign portfolio investors. 
British and American claims together represented at least 
forty-five percent of all claims against Canadian utilities 
and foreign ownership of railway capital alone approached 
sixty percent. It is noted that by the end of the period, 
external holdings of government securities were a smaller 
percentage of the total outstanding, which is a reflection of 
greater domestic sales of federal bonds,during the war period
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and thereafter.22
The Decade of the 1930Ts 
The decade of the 1930fs was a period marked by low 
investment activity in Canada resulting in a reduction of 
both British and United States investments in Canada (see
Table X).23 The reductions of foreign investment occurred
through the repatriation of Canadian securities held over­
seas and as a result of the withdrawal of capital invested in 
direct investments.. This repatriation took place chiefly 
through the redemption of bond issues held abroad at a time 
when the extent of new borrowing was at a minimum. With­
drawals of capital invested as direct investments was a 
manifestation of the reduced business activity of the period.
It is notable.that while British and United States investments 
declined over the period there was a noticeable rise in the 
investments made in Canada by other countries towards the end
j
of the 1930,s. However, this was mainly European capital 
seeking security prior to World War 11.^4
Although this was a period of generally low investment
22Buckley, op. cit., p. 65.
23Table X does not show the British investments for the
respective year endings. The investment totals for capital 
owned by British residents were as follows in million of 
dollars: 1930-$2,766; 1933-12,6B3 and 1939-12,476. Dominion
Bureau of Statistics, Canadats Internation Investment Position, 




FOREIGN- CAPITAL INVESTED IN CANADA, SELECTED YEARS, 1930 - 194-5
Classification by Types of Investment 
(Millions of dollars)
Total Long-term 
Type of Investments Owned 
Investment by All Non-residents
Total Long-term 
Investments Owned by 
United States residents
1930 1933 1939 1945 1930' 1933 1939 1945
Government securities: 
Dominion 682 752 823 726 44© 451 567 682
Provincial 592 572 536 624’ 517 493 473 574
Municipal 4-32 394 344 312 248 248 181 194
Sub-total 1,706 1,718 1,703 1,662 1,205 1,192 1,221 1,450
Manufacturing:
Vegetable products 208 209 206 268 123 133 135 199
Animal products 50 53 56 61 44 48 49 47
Textiles 49 48 59 83 26 23 26 41
Wood and paper
products 586 496 451 455 489 429 371 383
Iron and products 262 210 232 319 233 183 205 297
Non-ferrous metals 125 118 146 274 118 111 137 209
Non-metallic 
minerals 138 135 135 163 132 130 120 148
Chemicals and 
allied products 122 130 137 169 89 92 94 124Miscellaneous 
manufactures 33 23 23 37 33 23 23 34Sub-total 1,573 1,422 1,445 1,829 1,287 1,172 1,160 1,482
Mining and smelting 334 339 329 403 255 261 251 322
Public utilities:
Railways 2,244 2,245 1,871 1,599 832 831 588 720
Other 634 625 549 494 522 524 432 375Sub-total 2,878 2,870 2,4-20 2,093 1,354 1,355 1,020 1,095
Merchandising 203 191 189 226 138 131 129 164Financial institutions543 480 473 525 251 221 201 285Other enterprises 82 75 69 70 76 70 64 62Miscellaneous
investments 295 270 285 284 94 ' 90 105 130
Total Investment 7,614 7,365 6,913 7,092 4,660 4,492 4,151 4,990
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada*s Internation Invest­
ment Position, 1926-1954. (Ottawa: Queen*s Printer, 1956), p. 78. '
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there was a number of moderate increases in several branches 
of industry. Non-resident investments in the areas of manu- 
facturing, mining and smelting rose more rapidly than invest­
ments made by residents in these fields. However, utilities 
other than railroads were receiving more domestic funds than 
foreign funds during the period. The industries rising at a 
more rapid rate were the food, chemicals, primary and fabri­
cated metals and paper. While Table X shows that these areas 
were up considerably, all other industry groups as a combina­
tion declined.
World War II
The most outstanding change during World War II in 
foreign investments made in Canada was the substantial re­
duction in British investments as a result of the liquidation 
of investments made during prior periods. This liquidation 
occurred from official repatriation arrangements connected 
with Britain1s wartime financing. Nevertheless, in spite of 
this reduction there was a net increase in total foreign in­
vestments in Canada during the war period because of a rise 
in United States investments in Canada. Both United States 
direct and portfolio investments showed substantial gains 
and capital imports from Europe and other countries continued 
to grow.
A short recapitulation of these historical periods of 
foreign investment experience in Canada should then emphasize 
the United’ Kingdom and the United States as being the main
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sources of external capital. When London was the predomi-rt;
"V';
nate source of inflow, the funds from that market were supple­
mented on a major scale by inflows from the United States and 
to a smaller extent by funds from Continental Europe. In later 
periods following World War I the United States became the 
major source of external capital. Consequently, Canadian in­
debtedness to Britain has declined to an amount of relatively 
minor importance while American capital has continued to grow 
as an important factor in Canadafs economic development during 
the po;st-war period.
CHAPTER IV
THE POST-WAR STRUCTURE AND ROLE OF UNITED STATES INVESTMENTS
IN CANADA
Since the beginning of the post-war period there has
been a large upsurge in the absolute amounts of foreign capital
flowing into Canada. United States capital has accounted for
approximately eighty percent of this rise and at the present
constitutes more than three-quarters of the total non-resident
capital in Canada.^ This post-war contribution to Canada*s
growth by the United States is greater than the increase of
2American funds in any other country during the same years.
■̂ -Reliable and detailed statistics are not available 
beyond the year 1954 and in some cases 1953. Therefore, this 
analysis of the post-war period will be confined primarily to 
the period intervening between the end of World War II and the 
years 1953 and 1954. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics has 
offered preliminary estimates of the amounts of foreign capital 
in Canada for the years 1955 and 1956. From these estimates 
it is evident that the trends established previously up through
1954 such as the source, form and disposition of foreign funds 
are generally continued through 1956. Two notable facts are 
that in 1955 the amounts of portfolio funds from non-residents 
diminished while in 1956 the inflow of portfolio funds set an 
unprecedented record. The other outstanding feature of the 
1956 inflow was the noticeable increase in foreign funds from 
countries other than the United States. See Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics, The Canadian Balance of International Payments,
1955 (Ottawa: Queen’s 'Printer, 195677 P* 27 and Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics estimates cited in “Record Flood of; 
Foreign Capital Inundated Canada in 1956,11 Business Week,
March 16, 1957,, p.-66.
^Samuel Pizer and Frederick Cutter, Office of Business 
Economics, U.S. Department of Commerce, “International Invest­
ments and Earnings, 1953-54," Survey of Current Business, 
August, 1955, p. 11.
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Nevertheless, in contrast to investment experience in earlier 
periods, Canadian capital has contributed a greater portion to 
Canada’s total investment in the post-war period.
As was noted in the historical development, Canada was 
dependent upon non-resident sources for a major part of her net 
investment during the earlier periods, whereas now only a minor 
portion of total investment is provided by foreign funds. 
Definitive comparisons of the role of non-resident financing in 
Canadian domestic investments in physical assets are not a 
simple procedure. The aggregates of activities being compared 
usually involve financial transactions in one case whereas in 
the other case statistics represent investments in physical 
assets. The ratios used in comparing the aggregate of.invest­
ments are weighted heavily by a predominance of domestic funds 
in sectors like housing, agriculture, utilities, institutional 
services and government. The Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
has offered an estimate of the extent to which the gross use 
of foreign financial resources has financed total.gross and net 
domestic private and public investment in the period 1946 
through 1954. The estimate disregards outflows of Canadian 
capital and of non-resident capital formerly brought to 
Canada. When referring to the problems encountered in making 
this estimate, it is stated that:
a number of unsolved problems exist with respect to 
the use of available statistics to portray certain 
concepts. Some of these problems arise because the 
various capital inflow series are not fully compara­
ble with data on total private and public capital 
formation. The figure for net capital formation is
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obviously dependent on the valuation procedures involved 
in depreciation allowances® These and other'problems 
suggest the results must be interpreted broadly, particu­
larly in shorter periods®
Table XI summarizes the findings of the Dominion Bureau. 
The estimate deals with both gross and net domestic investment 
in Canada because it is considered that new capital from foreign 
sources usually is for new investment rather than for replace­
ment . The results show that Canadian capital financed approx­
imately three-quarters of both gross and net capital formation 
in Canada and non-residents financed the remainder. As the 
study points out, the Canadian savings actually generated much 
of the remainder. However, part of Canadian savings was used 
for capital exports, part represented retained earnings which 
added to foreign investment in Canada, and part represented 
savings to be used for replacing assets associated with foreign 
ownership of Canada’s resources. As the table shows, the gross 
use of foreign finance resources financed about one-fifth of 
Canadian investment from 1946 to 1949 even though Canada had 
been a net exporter of capital during these years. After 1949 
foreign investment in Canada increased and the ratio of foreign 
financing to net and gross investment rose to twenty-five 
percent and twenty-eight percent respectively. Application of 
this analysis for net capital formation in the earlier period
^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada’s International 
Investment Position, 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer,iwj, P. 4f:--  ----
TABLE X I
GROSS USE OF FOREIGN 
FINANCIAL RESOURCES IN CANADIAN INVESTMENT, 1946-1954 
(Millions of dollars)
1946-49 1950-54 1946-54 
(Four years) (Five years)
Capital"inflows' related to investment: -
Direct investment iri Canada3- 347 1,886 2,233
Retained earnings on foreign
direct investments 550 1,200 1,750
New issues of Canadian securities
sold to non-residents 418 1,598 2,016
Other long-term financing® 48 165 213
Change in accounts payable 100 100
Depreciation allowances, etc., • • „
related to non-resident investment 900 2,200 3,100
Total Inflows 2,363 6,949 9,312
Gross private and public investment
in Canada 11,617 27,268 38,885
Depreciation allowances and similar
business costs 4,734 10,588 15,322
Net private and gross public investment ....' ■ - •
in Canada 6,883 16,680 23,563
(Percentages)
Gross use of foreign financial resources
in Canada's gross capital formation 20 25 24
Gross use of foreign financial resources
in Canada's net capital formation 21 28 26
aGross inflows from U. S., net from other countries.
bIncludes both new and refunding’ issues but excludes government 
borrowing of $150 million in 1948 to replenish reserves.
cIncludes selected long-term inflows and an estimate of reinvested 
earnings on holdings of mortgages by U. S. insurance companies.-
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics.'Canada * s' International
Investment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1956), p. 47.
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1926-1930 shows that the gross use of foreign finances was
responsible for approximately fifty percent of total Canadian 
4financing.
This aggregate analysis, which applies to the Canadian 
economy as a whole, is concerned with total non-resident fin­
ancing of investment. Consideration of the fact that eighty 
percent of non-resident capital in Canada during the period 
analyzed is inflow from the United States would suggest an 
approximation of the part played by that country. A matter of 
more.importance in this study is the role of United States 
investments in certain sectors of the Canadian economy.. The 
relative contribution of United States capital in some speres 
of investment is considerably more substantial than this over­
all comparison in itself would indicate. Thus an inquiry into 
United States investments in some Canadian sectors during the 
post-war period is in order®
United States Ownership and Control of Canadian Industry.
Available estimates of the relative contribution of 
Canadian and American capital to the total capital employed in 
some of the industrial sectors of Canada are shown in Table 
XII. These estimates cover all forms of investment and their 
contribution to net investment in the listed industries. The 
figures are derived from accountants* balance sheets used by 




ESTIMATED BOOK VALUE AND OWNERSHIP OF CAPITAL EMPLOYED IN SELECTED 
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES, SELECTED TEAR ENDS, 1926-1953 
(Billions of dollars)
- 1926 1930 1939 1948 1953
Total Capital Ehroloyeda 
Manufacturing 3.1 3.9 3.5 5.8 9.0
Mining and'smelting 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.1 2.5
Steam railways 3.5 4.0 3.4 3.4 3.9
Other utilities 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.4 4.8
Merchandising 2.1 2.5 2.1 3.1 5.3
Total of above 10.6 12.9 11..9 15.8 25.5
Re sident Owned Capital3, 
Manufacturing*5 ^ i:9 2.3 2.0 3.4 4.9
Mining and smelting 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 i;i
Steam railways 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.9 2.5
Other utilities 0.9 i;i 1.5 1.9 '4.0
Merchandising0 1.9 2.3 1.9 2.8 4.7
Total of above 6,7 7.9 7.4 10.7 17.2
United States Owned Investments0
Manufacturing 0.9 1.3 1.2 2.0 3.4
Mining and smelting 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.4 1.3
Steam railways 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.6
Other utilities 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 , 0.7
Merchandising 0.1 0,1 ° 4 0,2 0.4
Total of above 2.0 3.® 2.6 3.7 6.4
3Based largely on reported statistics of capital employed 1926-1939 
and estimated from Taxation Statistics and other sources 1948 and 1953.
^Investments in exploration and development of petroleum by companies 
engaged principally in refining and production of petroleum products are 
included in manufacturing.
cEstimates of total capital employed.sin merchandising are founded on 
less satisfactory data than for other series and must be regarded as 
illustrating broad relative magnitudes only.
^For the post-war years the figures shown are in some cases somewhat 
larger than the corresponding data in the tables. ’’Other enterprises” have 
been included with manufacturing, and some funded debt of governments and 
municipalities relevant to undertakings in "Other utilities" has also been 
included. .
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada’s International Invest­
ment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1956), pp. 30-31.
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represent the value of investments after allowances for depre­
ciation and depletion* What results is a measure of net 
capital investment in the industries which includes investment 
in all forms of working capital and fixed assets as well as 
in the physical assets resulting from funds denoted toward new 
construction, machinery, and equipment* Hence, the full con­
tribution of United States capital to the listed industries is 
estimated since investments of non-resident capital are not
confined to new physical productive assets used in determining
5capital formation in some studies*
The industries shown represent the broad area of
Canadian industry and commerce. The selected interwar years
of 1926, 1930 and 1939 appear in the table along with two
selected years of the post-war period in order to establish
trends and emphasize that roughly two-thirds of the increased
total investment between 1926 and 1953 has occurred in the 
6recent period* A further observation is that United States 
investments made up about twenty-eight percent of the total 
rise in all industries in the recent period compared with 
nearly forty-four percent in the four years ending in 1930* 
Nevertheless, the contribution of United States capital was 
greatest in manufacturing and mining which include the.refin­
ing, exploration and development operations of the petroleum
^Ibid*, pp* 30-31®
6The declines in the values of investments between 1930 
and 1939 were partly responsible for the smaller increase in 
the earlier period*
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industry. In these areas of growth United States ownership 
made up an estimated fifty percent of the total rise in the 
recent period.
Another interesting facet of United States ownership of 
Canadian industry is the calculations of the ownership as a per­
centage of selected industries during these years. As shown in 
the first section of Table XIII the rise in United States owner­
ship in all of the listed fields of industry and merchandising 
has been sufficient to raise the ratios of ownership from 
twenty-three percent to twenty-five percent during the period 
from 1948 to 1953° The trends in the ratios of ownership in 
the various sectors covered by the table indicate the sharpest 
increase in mining, which includes smelting and petroleum 
exploration and development companies, from thirty-two to 
fifty-two percent in the recent period. Manufacturing shows 
an increase from thirty-five to thirty-eight percent while 
utilities are down in the same period. The upward trend in 
manufacturing and mining has taken place largely through a 
growing ownership of equity investments by Unite.d, States con­
trolled companies in these fields. The reduction in United 
States utility holdings in which funded debt has prominence
has been due to a reduced Canadian indebtedness to United
7States bond holders.
The second section of Table XIII reveals the,pattern of 
the percentages of capital employed in concerns controlled in
^Ibid.. p. 34«
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TABLE X I I I
UNITED STATES OWNERSHIP AND CONTROL AS PERCENTAGES OF SELECTED CANADIAN 
INDUSTRIES, SELECTED YEAR ENDS, 1926-1953
Industry classification 1926 1930 1939 1948 1951 1952 1953
Percentage of total owned by 
. United States residents: 
Manufacturing3, 30- 33 34 35 36 38 38
Mining, smelting and petrol­
eum exploration and devel­
opment 28 34 31 32 45 49 52
Steam railways 15 21 18 21 18 17 16
Other utilities 23 30 20 16 16 16 15
Total of above industries 
and merchandising 19 24 22 23 24 25 25
Percentage of total control 
by United States residents: 
Manufacturing 30 31 32 38 40 45 43
Mining, smelting and petrol­
eum exgloration and devel­
opment 32 42 38 37 51 53. 55
Steam railways 3 3 3 3 2 2i, 2Other utilities 20 39 26 24 21 12 11
Total of above industries 
and merchandising 15 18 19 22 24 24 24
...... investments in exploration and development' of ‘petroleum by companies
engaged principally in refining and production of petroleum, products are 
included in manufacturing.
^Ratio altered significantly through unusually large reclassification 
between foreign and Canadian-controlled companies.
Sources Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1s' International 
Investment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1956), pp. 34-35.
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the United States0 The pattern is generally the same as that 
of ownership. However, the ratios are different mainly because 
of minority holdings held by Canadians in American-controlled 
concerns and American minority holdings in Canadian-controlled 
concerns. For instance, the three percent rise in the manu­
facturing owned by Americans from 1948 through 1953 as compared 
to the five percent rise in manufacturing controlled in the 
United States is explained by the role of minority investments. 
The amount of minority investments by Canadians in American 
concerns exceeded American minority holdings in Canadian con­
trolled concerns, A close examination of individual industries 
within the manufacturing and mining sectors would prove that 
the percentages of investment controlled in the United States
. . . . . .    gare larger than in the case of ownership in most industries.
In the section to follow, whieh is concerned with United 
States direct investments in Canada, an interesting Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics analysis of the larger United States con­
trolled concerns in Canadian manufacturing is presented. The 
significance of these larger firms in Canada is revealed through 
a study of their share of Canadian production and employment.
United States Direct Investments in Canada 
The full impact of United States investments in Canada. 
can best be understood following an inquiry into the post-war 
growth of direct investments in Canada, These direct
gIbid,. p, 35.
investments in Canada. These direct investments have been a 
dynamic force in the post-war period of accelerated Canadian 
development because of their predominance in some of the 
main areas of growth. The inextricable controls connected 
with direct investments increase their significance as an 
influence in some areas of Canadian business and industry. As 
the analysis to follow will show, over one-half of the increase 
in post-war Canadian investment in manufacturing, mining, and 
petroleum has been provided by American capital. Most of 
these investment funds have been provided to subsidiaries and 
branches which are controlled in the United States by parent 
corporations. However, it is also true that in many fields of 
business and industry Canadian capital predominates. Thus a 
variability of ownership and control will appear in the 
business and industrial structure of Canada, This is mani­
fested by the statistics of ownership and control as well as 
by an analysis of production.
The value of United States direct investments in Canada 
has risen some one hundred and eighty six percent from $2,304 
million at the end of 1945 to $6,600'million in 1955 (see 
Table XIV). It is noteworthy that the rate of increase during 
the earlier post-war years was much more moderate than during 
the latter years. While the rise was thirty-four percent 
from the end of 1945 to 1949* in the five years from 1949 to 
1955 the value rose some one hundred and thirteen percent.
This lag in the post-war upswing is not readily explained.
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TABLE XIV
LONG-TERM DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA OWNED BY RESIDENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES
(Millions of dollars)
Type of Business 1945 1947 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955?
Manufacturing:
Vegetable products 140 155 182 193 214 232 263 281
Animal products 44 46 55 58 60 66 70 74
Textiles 28 32 38 42 46 46 43 47
Wood and paper 
products 316 383 441 446 454 499 560 642
Iron and products 2?2 312 378 420 451 528 591 607
Non-ferrous"metals 203 225 270 311 362 473 519 539
Nori-metallic minerals 133 152 279 30? 428 469 505 586
Chemicals and allies 118 147 185 194 219 250 266 280
Miscellaneous manu­
factures 31 41 52 53 56 59 65 77
Total 1,285 1,493 1,880 2,024 2,290 2,622 3 8 82 3,133
Mining and smelting 255 254 331 453 603 825 1,103 1,264
Utilities 359 345 375 379 392 382 414 447
Merchandising 153 175 199 219 259 306 336 354
Financial institutions 198 222 241 267 253 289 349 427
Other enterprises 54 59 69 84 99 108 122 115'
Total, United States
Direct Investments 2,304 2,548 3,095 3,426 3,896 4,432 5206 5,704 6,600
^Provisional estimate subject to revision. Detailed estimates for 
1955 are not available.
Sources: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada's International
Investment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen's Prlnter, 1956), p. 80 and 
The Canadian Balance of International Payments 1955 (Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, 19567, p. 27.
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Perhaps it may have been due to the alternative attractive 
investment possibilities in the United States® Also it may 
suggest that in more recent years United States capital has 
been attracted to Canada because of the recognition, after an 
interval of time, that profit opportunities existed as a 
resuit of Canadian domestic expansion; in other words, that 
United States capital was an induced factor rather,than an 
autonomous factor playing a part in stimulating internal 
Canadian expansion® On the other hand, the sharp increase in
more recent years may represent a flow of capital responding
9to the needs of the United States economy®7
One further observation is that the rise in direct 
investments is the result of the reinvestment of earnings in 
addition to new capital imports® According to Table XV the 
lag and the sharp increase in United States direct investments 
tended to affect new capital imports more than amounts rein­
vested® From this it would appear that established United 
States subsidiaries and branches may have closely followed the 
investment patterns of Canadian domestic firms and therefore 
shared in the post-war expansion from its beginning. Column 
four of Table XV tends to give evidence for the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistic’s conclusion which states:
It is clear that the largest growth has been in United
^This inference is drawn from the change in industrial 
destination of United States capital after 1950. It will be 
noted later in this section that United States direct invest­
ments moved heavily into extractive industries in Canada after 
that year®
TABLE XV

















1946 124 38 86 70
1947 120 58 62 51
1948 259 61 198 76
1949 288 84 204 7©
1950 331 200 131 4©
1951 470 270 20© 42
1952 636 319 317 49
1953 674 346 328 48
1-954 534 288 246 46
1955 860 306 554 64
^Preliminary data and subject to revision.
Sources: Column 1 calculated from Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Canada’s International Investment Position 1926-1954' (Ottawa: Queen’s
Printer, 1956), p. 75* Column 2 calculated frbm Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics,'The Canadian"Balance'of'International Payments. 1955 
(Ottawa: Queen*s Printer, 1956), p. 35.
States-controlled concerns which were in Canada at 
the beginning of the post-war period. The growth 
in existing investments since the end of the war has 
made up well over one-half of the rise in total 
United States-controlled investments. A' rise due to 
retention of earnings in Canada alone has not been, 
far short of one-half the investment and substantial 
amounts of1capital inflow have been to the older 
companies.
Since the war, United States direct investment in the 
Canadian manufacturing and extractive industries has risen 
rapidly. Generally, in the sector of manufacturing, growth 
of United States capital has taken place in those industries 
in which it had a significant place at the end of World War tl. 
These industries tend to be those that require large amounts 
of capital or in which complex productive processes are involved. 
Accordingly, direct investments are prominent in durable goods 
industries and in extractive industries. Investment in the 
oil industry, an industry which requires both capital and 
technology, rose from $117 million in 1945 to $1,35$ million 
in 1954 as shown by the estimates in Table XVI. This increase 
accounted for well over $1,000 million of the rise of $3,400 
million in United States direct investments for the same years. 
The classification of the petroleum industry does not lend 
itself to the normal pattern of statistics covering foreign 
investments because the various activities within the industry 
are included in other classifications of the normal investment 
records (see the key at the bottom of Table XVI)..
•^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada9s International 
Investment Position, 1926-1954, p. 25.
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TABLE XVI
ESTIMATED BOOK VALUE OF INVESTMENT IN THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY IN CANADA& 
CLASSIFICATION BY COUNTRY OF OWNERSHIP AND PRINCIPAL 
ACTIVITY OF COMPANY, END OF 1945 AND 1954
Investment in Canada United Other 
States Countries 




opment companies: 52 394 5 650 1 21 58 1,065
Refining companies: 110 398 106 542 8 38 224 978
Merchandising com­
panies : 19 50 6 8 - 25 58
Transportation com­
panies : - 55 - 158 - 1 - 214
All Petroleum Com­
panies Total: 181 897 117 1,358 9 60 307 2,315




ada 40.4 26.4 2.3 3.5 °.3 0.3 43.0 30.2
Controlled in Unit­
ed States 18.6 H.9 35.8 55.1 2.0 0.6 56.4 67.6
Controlled in other 
countries 0.4 —  . . 0.6 1.7 0.6 2.2
Total 59.0 38.7 38.1 58.7 2.9 2.6 100.0 100.0
Newfoundland is included with Canada in 1945 to preserve compara­
bility with later series.
Classification of Petroleum Industry in Investment Records
Investment in: Classified*as:
Exploration and development Mining and smelting
Refining Manufacturing (non-metallic)
Merchandising Merchandising
Transportation Public utilities (other)
Source: Dominion Bureau^of Statistics, The Canadian Balance of
International Payments, 1955 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1956), p. 30
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A number of observations can be made from Tables XI? 
and XVI. Mining, other than petroleum, accounted for $362 
million of the rise in United States direct investments 
between 1945 and 1953® Up to 1953 the increase in the manu- 
facturing area other than petroleum refining was fl,23& 
million which was more than the total United States invest- 
ment in that area in 1945® Most of the remaining increases 
that are notable in direct investments were in merchandising 
and financial institutions. The largest gains within the 
manufacturing area as a result of United States direct-invest­
ments, other than petroleum refining, were in such industries 
as pulp and paper, automobiles, machinery, electrical appara- 
tus, smelting and refining, and chemicals. Also there has 
been a general rise shared by other branches of industry, 
although in smaller amounts.^
The value of investments made by American-controlled 
subsidiaries and branches in Canada tends to be the result 
of a concentrated movement of a relatively few firms. This 
fact strengthened by the ratios of United States control 
presented in the preceding section leads to the conclusion 
that American-controlled firms, as a general rule, are larger 
and thus marked by more industrial proficiency. As C.. D.
. ^Tarty point out, it is probable that this 
condition is partly the result of a tendency of American
Ibid.. p. 25®
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direet investments to concentrate in industries which re­
quire large amounts of capital.-1-2 On the other hand, many- 
small establishments predominate in the Canadian controlled 
sector of industry. The output of American-controlled con­
cerns, is generally much higher per employee than that of 
Canadian-controlled concerns. Available evidence shows that 
there is more capital invested.per plant and employee and 
that average earnings per employee are higher in American- 
controlled industry. It is established from evidence that 
a smaller percentage of the total Canadian labor force is 
employed in American-controlled concerns than the percentage 
of either total gross or net production and that employee
earnings make up a smaller proportion of the value added in
13manufacturing concerns controlled in the United States.
Table XVII shows the Bureau's calculations revealing 
the number of enterprises controlled in the United States 
classified by size of investment for the end of years 19^6 
and 1953* Twenty-five concerns each making aggregate in­
vestments over $25 million accounted for nearly sixty per­
cent of the total aggregate investment at the end of 1953«
12C,. D. Blyth and E. B. Carty, "Non-resident Owner­
ship of Canadian Industry," Canadian Journal of Economics 
and Political Science. Vol. XXII (November, 195'6), p. k$2. 
Both Blyth and Carty are statisticians in the Balance of 
Payments Section of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
1^Ibid.. pp. 1+52-1+53.
Only ten concerns had more than, $25 million invested by the 
end of 19*+6 and they accounted for thirty-seven percent of 
the total. It can be noted from the table that the increase 
in value during the seven years exceeded more than $1,500
million. The Bureau has considered this addition as result-
/
ing from the increase of $200 million in the value of twelve 
companies which were valued at less than $25 million in 19*+6. 
Also during the period twenty-two concerns raised additional 
capital of $200 million from the issue of stock and between 
$300 and $>+00 million from bond issues. However, the great­
er source of financing was retention of $600 million from 
earnings. The remainder of the increase represented new 
American-controlled enterprises. United States ownership 
of these enterprises amounted to almost two-thirds of the 
aggregate investments at the end of both 19^6 and 1953* Cana-
1 In­dians and other non-residents provided the remaining capital.
Another calculation that can be made from Table XVII is that 
three hundred and nine of the total American-controlled manu­
facturing concerns had an aggregate investment in Canada of 
one million dollars or more and accounted for ninety-one per­
cent of the total amount of investment shown at the end of 
1953« For the year ending 19*+6, concerns with aggregate in­
vestments over one million dollars totaled one hundred and
llfDominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1 s International 
Investment Position. 1926 - 195*+. pp. M-2-1+3*
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TABLE X V II
UNITED STATES'CONTROLLED MANUFACTURING COMPANIES IN CANADA, 
END OF 1946 and 1953, CLASSIFICATION BY SIZE OF INVESTMENT*
...........  Number of' Aggregate United' States
Size of Investment Enterprises Manufacturing Invest- Ownership
in Canada
1946 1953
ment in Canada 
1946 1953 1946 1953
(Number) . (Millions of Dollars)
More than $25 million 10 25 60S 2,150 419 1,469
$10 to $25 million 23 31 377 427 340 : 391
$1 to $1© million 120 253 344 756 335 701
Less than $1 million 760 902. 300 316 272 295
Total 913b 1,211c 1,629 3,649 1,366 2,856
aThe data are based on book value of capital investment in Canadian 
■enterprises. ■
These concerns had 109 wholly-owned manufacturing subsidiaries in
Canada.
e 1These concerns had 191 wholly-owned manufacturing subsidiaries in
Canada.
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Canada*s' International
Investment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1956), p. 42.
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fifty-three and accounted for eighty-two percent of the 
total investment in United States-controlled concerns.
This comparison suggests that more American enterprises 
have been sharing in foreign investments in Canada in 
later years. Nevertheless, as was pointed out, the largest 
firms have been controlling a larger percentage of the total 
investment.
On Table XVIII the gross value of products of fac­
tory shipments of United States-controlled concerns as a 
percentage of total in nine basic divisions of manufacturing 
are shown for the years 19^6 and 1953* In 1953 thirty per­
cent of the selling value of all factory shipments in these 
nine divisions evidently was accounted for by American con­
cerns. The figures for 1953 vary from.fifty-six percent in 
the case of non-ferrous metals to eight percent in textiles 
which again indicate that United State-controlled companies 
are largest in the dynamic areas of the Canadian economy. 
Apparently these companies accounted for twenty-one percent 
of all;employees engaged in the areas of manufacturing al­
though they represented only two percent of all establish­
ments in Canadian manufacturing.1-̂
Some of the recent extensions of the Bureau's study 
are cited by Blyth and Carty as providing "further clear
^ i t  is important to distinguish between enterprises, 
establishments and concerns or companies. Enterprises may. 
consist of one or more companies. Usually the enterprise is 
classified according to its principal activity. Each com­
pany or concern may have one or more establishments or plants.
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evidence of the degree of the concentration in larger es-
-I £tablishments It was found that in large concerns with
employment of fifteen hundred or more, twenty United States- 
controlled establishments accounted for almost fifty-two 
percent of factory shipments and forty percent of all employ­
ment in'the group. Within the one thousand to fifteen 
hundred employees group, twenty-five United States-controlled 
establishments accounted for forty-five percent of the factory 
shipments and nearly forty-one percent of the employment in 
that group. Within those with employment between five hundred 
and one thousand, seventy-nine United States-controlled es­
tablishments resulted in ratios for factory shipments and 
employment of thirty-nine percent and thirty-three percent 
respectively. In the establishments with employment below 
five hundred the ratios were determined to be considerably 
lower. Thus Blyth and Carty conclude that:
investment and production are highly concentrated in a 
small number of the larger firms controlled by non­
residents .
Having in mind the relatively small Canadian market for 
many secondary products, these findings.are perhaps not 
unexpected. .But the concentration has probably been 
accentuated by the advantages which the non-resident firms 
have in becoming established and in developing subse­
quently. 17
What are referred to as the advantages of non-resident 
firms in overcoming the disadvantages of the smaller Canadian
16Blyth and Carty, op., cit., p. 
17Ibid.. p. ^53.
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TABLE X V III
STATISTICS OF MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS OF SELECTED UNITED STATES 






' E m - ” Earn- 
ployees ings
all manufacturing establishments 
in Canada, 1946
Cost at plant Value Gross 
of materials added value of 
used products
Vegetable products 1.4 14 17 15 19 17
Animal products 1.5 9 11 13 10 12
Textiles 0.5 3 4 k 5 4Wood and paper 
products” 0.6 8 10 16 13 15
Iron and products 3.4 21 21 36 23 29
Non-ferrous metals 6.9 50 52 51 54 53
Non-mettalic minerals 2.7 20 23 47 27 38
Chemicals and allies S.2 28 28 30 33 32
Miscellaneous manu­
factures 1.1 13 16 22 20 20




all manufacturing establishments 
in Canada, 1953
23 29 26
Animal products 1.6 9 11 14 12 13Textiles 8.7 5 6 7 8 8
Wood and paper 
‘products 9.2 11 15 20 17 19
Iron and products 4.2 28 30 47 33 39Non-ferrous metals 8.8 50 52 52 60 56
Non-metallic minerals 3.7 27 31 56 31 46
Chemicals and allies 1.1' 37 39 .35 42 39Miscellaneous manu­
factures 1.3 16 20 17 22 20
Total 2.0 21 25 31 29 30
^ross value of products reflects cost of fuel and electricity 
(not shown) in addition to cost at plant of materials used and value 
added by manufacture.
Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Canada's'International'
Investment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1956), p. 91.
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market are those stemming from the parent company in the 
United States. This relationship has made available large 
amounts of capital as well as the parent companies’ re­
search, design and technology. Also the ability to purchase 
parts from parent organizations that would cost greater 
amounts if manufactured in Canada must be considered. Never­
theless, it is thought that in some instances competition 
among corporations in the United States for the Canadian mar­
ket may have led to a more rapid expansion of subsidiaries 
in Canada than the small Canadian market would justify. The 
result, of course, would be to cause an excessive number of
18firms, short production runs, and consequently higher costs.
United States Portfolio Investments in Canada
Investment described previously in this study as the 
portfolio type has constituted-a significant amount of total 
United States post-war investment in Canada. Although in 
general this type of investment is of a submissive character 
and lacks the element of control, it nevertheless has made its 
contribution to Canada’s post-war development. Whenever non­
residents buy Canadian government or corporate securities, 
funds are made available to Canada for domestic investment. 
These transactions between Canadians and non-residents consist 
of trade in outstanding securities (that is existing securi­
ties) or the floating of new issues. As is suggested in Table
l^Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects, 
Preliminary Report (Ottawas Queen’s Printer, December, 1956),p. 65.
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XIX, It is true that portfolio holdings made up a larger 
relative portion of total United States funds in earlier 
periods than they do at the present. However, there has 
teen a moderate post-war growth of new issues placed in 
the New York market so that recent total absolute amounts 
of portfolio investments in Canada are unprecedented in 
spite of heavy Canadian repurchases of outstanding issues 
in some recent years.
Canadian portfolio issues are prominent in the hold­
ings of United States life insurance companies as well as 
being widely distributed among individuals, corporations, 
and estates and trusts in the United States. The insurance 
companies and other institutional investors are typically 
holders of investments which are of the funded debt nature 
or in the form of bonds and debentures. It has been esti­
mated that by the end of 195^ United States life insurance 
companies owned approximately forty-six percent of all 
Canadian funded debt held in the United States or more than 
five percent of the total outstanding. Table XX gives evi­
dence of the importance of these institutions as a holder 
of Canadian funded debt at the end of 1955* In post-war 
years United States life insurance companies have accounted 
on balance for all of the increase in United States holdings
of Canadian funded debt with the exception of non-market
19holdings acquired by parent companies and affiliates.
•^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1s International 
Investment Position. 1926-195k-% p. *+0.
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TABLE XIX
VALUE OF UNITED STATES INVESTMENTS IN CANADA, SELECTED YEARS, 1926-1955
(Millions of dollars)
1926 1939 1945 1948 1954 1955?
Direct investments 1,403 1,881 2,304 2,807 5,740 6,600
Government and municipal 
bonds. 909 1,221 1,450 1,465 1,822 1,649
Other portfolio investments 799 944 1,106 1,129 1,641 1,575
New investment funds 117 170
Miscellaneous investments 85 105 130 163 CMOcn 355
Total United States 
investments in Canada 3,196 4,151 4,990 5,566 9,622 10,349
^Preliminary estimates and subject to revision.
Sources: ; Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1s International 
Investment Position 1926-1954. p. 19 and The Canadian Balance'of" 
International Payments. 1955. p. 27 (Ottawa? Queen's Printer, 1956).
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TABLE XX
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF THE OWNERSHIP OF FUNDED DEBT OF 
CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS AND CORPORATIONS, END OF 1954
(Millions of dollars)
Dominion 












companies 144 26? 219 630 687 1,317
Parent companies
and affiliates - - - - - 184 184
Other holders 259 619 191 1,019 333 1,352
Sub-total -
United States 403 836 410 1,649 1,194 2,843
United Kingdom 71 33 35 144 449 593
Other countries 73 12 5 90 60 150
Sub-total - 447 886 440 1,783 1,303 3,806
All non-residents 
Canada 12,321 2,463 1,529 16,313 3,714 o v. o
Total 12,930 3,427 1,962 18,369 5,469 25,838
aIncluding railways.
Sourcej Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The' Canadian Balance of 
International Payments, 1955 (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1956), p. 32.
Table XXI suggests that the investments of British resi­
dents in the funded debt of Canadians was roughly one-third 
of American holdings in 195^* The Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics has estimated that United kingdom holdings were 
reduced by more than, one-half from the end of 1936 to the 
end of 195^ and that the proportion of Canadian funded debt 
held in the United Kingdom fell from fourteen percent to 
two. percent during these years. Most of this reduction was 
a result of repatriation which occurred during the war years. 
Conversely, during the same period American holdings rose by 
nearly one-half, but declined from twenty percent to twelve 
percent of the total holdings outstanding. These statistics 
point to the fact that non-residents actually increased their 
holdings of Canadian bonds and debentures by ten percent. 
However, foreign-held proportions were reduced because of an 
increase of approximately one hundred and fifty percent in 
the total Canadian funded debt during the period. Gn balance 
then, all but two percent of the increase was financed by 
Canadians (see Table XXI).2^ . t
Portfolio holdings may be issued as payable in foreign 
currencies or as domestic bonds. Throughout past periods 
there has been a natural propensity for Canadian bonds issued 
in foreign currencies to remain in the market in which they 
were originally sold. Frequently the bonds payable in foreign
20Ibid., p. 39
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currency are issued with an option of payment in Canadian 
currency which has promoted international trading in for­
eign currency bonds issued in Canada. However, issues 
payable solely in United States dollars or sterling also 
constitute part of the trade. There has also been much 
evidence of international trading in domestic Canadian 
bonds. Inflows of United States capital for the purchase 
of domestic bonds of the Canadian government were marked 
by heavy concentrations in certain periods like 19b5-19b6 
and 1950. Irregularities from year to year appear to be 
explained by changes in the relative interest rates in the 
two countries as well as by fluctuations in the exchange 
fcate. These speculative considerations are shown when the 
spread between Canadian and United States long-term interest 
rates is greater or less than usual. Furthermore, apprecia­
tion in the exchange rate tends to provide an incentive to 
Canadian debtors to refund their obligations in the United 
States rather than to retire them, or, conversely, new issues 
may be withheld when the rate is at a high level, as in 1952.
The holdings of marketable stocks of Canadian companies 
which are listed on Canadian or foreign stock exchanges are 
another group of securities included in portfolio investments. 
There has been a general tendency for these stocks to rise in 
book value during the post-war period due to the reinvestment 
of earnings by the Canadian companies. Also, an increase in
Ol Ibid.. p. 22 and Dominion Bureau of1 Statistics, The 
Canadian Balance of International Payments ih •the Post-War 
Period 1946-1952(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1953) > P* 37-
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TABLE XXI
DISTRIBUTION OF OWNERSHIP OF FUNDED DEBT OF CANADIAN GOVERNMENTS 






Distribution of Ownership 




excluding railways 3,413 2,607 487 319
Provincial direct 
arid guaranteed, 
‘excluding railways 1,846 1,327 448 68 3
Municipal 1,467 1,103 . 226 138 -
Sub-total Government 
bonds 6,726 5,037 525 . . 3
Percentage distribution 100.00# 74.89# 17.26# 7.81# 0.04#
Steam railways 1,840 673 427 740 —
Other corporations 1,597 980 469 134 14
Total bonds and deben­
tures 10,163 6,690 2,057 1,399 17









515 71 73Provincial direct' 
arid guaranteed, 
excluding railways 3,432 2,468 914 38 12
Municipal 1,962 1,529 393 35 5Sub-total Government 
bonds 19,904 17,848 1,82.2 144 •90
Percentage distribution 100.00# 89.67# 9.16# 0.72# 0.45#
Steam railways 1,540 ' 936 274 2 98 32
Other corporations 3,924 2,773 972 151 28
Total bonds and deben­
tures 25,368 21,557 3,068 593 150
Percentage distribution 100.00# 84.98# 12.09# 2.34# 0.59#
Source: Sominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1s Internatiohal
Investment Position. 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queens’s Printer, 1956), p. "85.
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United States holdings of these public Issues has been
P?noted in some parts of the period. A recent factor 
which has likely been contributing to this tendency is 
the organization in 195*+ of a number of diversified manage­
ment investment trusts through which United States inves­
tor? manifest their interests in the long-run growth 
possibilities of Canada.
The net amounts of United States capital flowing 
into Canadian issues seem to have moved in harmony with the 
movement of domestic investment in Canada. Although there 
were net redemptions during the war years, the rise in 
Canadian capital formation during the post-war period has 
tended to cause a clear trend toward larger net borrowing. 
With the aid of Table XXII the relative movements held in 
the United States may be developed. From the end of the 
year 19*+5 through 1952 United States holdings of Canadian 
securities increased by more than one quarter. Nevertheless 
these holdings were less in value than direct investments 
during all of these years although at the end of 19^5 port­
folio holdings occupied first place. Holdings of Canadian 
domestic bonds in the United States rose sharply in the first 
half of 19^6 preceding the restoration of the Canadian dollar
22Ibid.> P« 61.
23For instance, see Investors Group Canadian Fund, . 
Limited, Prospectus. Minneapolis, March 10, 1956, which out­
lines the background and general objectives of this special 
type of mutual investment company established under the laws 
of the Dominion of Canada in November, 195*+•
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TABLE X X II




Investment 1945 1947 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 19551
Government Securities: 
Dominion 682 665 844 1,009 887 737 608 515
Provincial 574 515 492 525 732 782 886 914Municipal 194 - 207 -198 . 212 -279 - 316 -376 393
Sub-total 1,450 1,337 1,534 1,746 1,898 1,835 1,870 1,822 1,649
Manufacturing:
Vegetable products 59 56 60 59 63 54 62 6l
Animal products 3 2 2 3 4 6 8 8Textiles 13 11 14 15 15 15 16 15Wood and paper 
products 67 6o 72 82 113 120 120 131Iron and produets 25 27 39 43 41 52 58 62Non-ferrous metals 6 6 7 5 5 7 24 28Non-metallie minerals 15 14 18 22 27 30 33 36
Chemicals and allies 6 6 6 6 8 9 10 13
Miscellaneous .3 1 1 .1 1 1 .1 ... 2
Sub-total 197 183 219 236 277 294 332 356
Mining and smelting 67 70 85 96 120 151 212 258
Public utilities: 
Railways . 634 662 5 85 586 576 564 539 530Other 102 89 1®3 158 178 248 257 272
Sub-total 736 751 688 744 754 812 796 802
Merchandising 11 1© 12 11 11 11 52 64Financial institutions 8? 90 97 95 100 106 135 269
Other enterprises 8 6 5 4 7 8 8 9Miscellaneous invest­
ments 130 155 170 19© 195 249 257 302
Total United States
Portfolio Investments2,686 2,652 2,810 3,122 3,466 3,662 3,882 3,749
PProvisional estimate subject to revision. Detailed estimates for 
1955 are not available.
Sources: Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1s International
Investment Position 1926-1954 (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1956), p.82"
and “The Canadian Balance- of International Payments 1955 (Ottawa: 
Queen's Printer, 1956), p. 27.
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phto par in July of 19̂ +6. Besides investments in Dominion 
issues there was evidence of increase of United States hold­
ings of Canadian corporation issues. Another substantial
rise in holdings of domestic issues occurred in the second
half of 1950 and early 1951 when speculative inflows from
the United States into Canadian dollar forms of assets reached 
a peak before the Canadian decision to free the exchange rate 
in the fall of 1950. The liquidation of this influx occurred 
in late 1951 and continued in 1952.
The sale of new issues of Canadian bonds payable in 
American dollars became a large source of inflow from the 
United States as interest rates showed an increase in Canada 
from 1950 to 1952. However, retirements of Canadian bonds 
slightly exceeded new issues in total amount during the period 
from 19*+6 through 1952. A more detailed analysis will show 
that issues by Canadian provinces and municipalities were 
largely absorbed in 1950, 1951} and 1952 and in 19^8 the sale 
of large Dominion issues gave cause to net new issues in the 
United States in these years. In the seven year period there 
were net new issues in the United States of provincials and 
municipalities of $20*+ million and $92 million respectively, 
while Dominion and corporation issues were reduced in the United 
States by $129 million and $77 million respectively.2^ In
^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The Canadian Balance 
of International Payments in the Post-War Period, 19^6-1952, p. 19-
25Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada1 s International 
Investment Position, 192 6-19 5i+, pp. 60-61.
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1953 portfolio investments held by United States residents 
rose as a reflection of heavy sales of provincial issues 
and increases in corporation issues. Dominion issues were 
again reduced by the end of 1953»
United States portfolio investments, including mis­
cellaneous investments, totalled $3>882 million by the end 
of 195^ and represented about forty percent of all investments 
in Canada made by United States investors by the end of that 
year. The growth of all portfolio groups was general but was 
evidently most rapid in government and municipal bonds and 
in a great many stocks. Corporate bond holdings were only 
moderately increased due to a reduction in holdings of rail­
road bonds. United States ownership of portfolio holdings 
declined in 1955 principally because of a reduction in Govern­
ment of Canada and Dominion holdings of about $200 million.
Portfolio investments channeled to Canadian business 
were distributed throughout most fields of enterprise during 
the years under survey. The most notable rises occurred in 
manufacturing and in mining and smelting operations, .but United 
States direct investment were by far a greater contribution 
in these industries. Conversely, portfolio investments in 
railway securities were larger than direct investments in rail­
roads, but were smaller than pre-war periods and declined 
rapidly in later years. On the other hand, portfolio invest­
ments in other utilities, merchandise and financial institu­
tions were greater than in pre-war years, but again they were 
considerably smaller than direct investments in these businesses.
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Canadian Balance of Payments Effects
It has been true throughout Canada's economic develop­
ment that heavy long-term investment inflows have been as­
sociated with Canadian prosperity and current account deficits. 
Thus long-term capital inflow, Canadian domestic investment, 
and Canadian imports have shown considerable correlation 
throughout past periods of Canadian development as well as 
during the post-war p e r i o d . what typically takes place is 
a pressure on Canadian resources which accompanies an invest­
ment boom. This pressure tends to raise imports while the 
development opportunities which attract domestic capital also 
tend to attract foreign capital. Also it is suggested that 
foreign investments have created further investment opportuni­
ties by participating in Canadian development.2^ Consequently, 
there, is a tendency for current account deficits to develop 
during periods of high investment activity, and.for these de­
ficits to be financed in part by an inflow of capital.
It is not possible to measure all of the many inter­
relationships between American investments in Canada and the 
Canadian balance of payments. Those which do lend themselves 
to statistical analysis may be thought of as direct effects 
on the balance of payments. These effects result from the
^Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The Canadian Balanee 
of International Payments in' the Post-War Period, 19^6-19^2.p. 10.
27james C. Ingram, "Growth in Capacity and Canada's 
Balance of Payments," American Economic Review, Vol. XLVII 
(March, 1957), p. 95.
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inflow of investment funds, the changes in exports and 
imports associated with the investments, and the transfer 
of income and services. Where the inter-relationships are 
not adaptable to measurement they may be referred to as 
indirect effeets. Among these effects is the total stimu­
lation to Canadian incomes and employment. It is possible 
to accurately measure the results of the initial investment, 
but the respending of the initial outlay has affect in other 
industries on income and spending which can not be deter­
mined accurately. Of course, it follows that the respending 
affects imports and other current account payments to some 
segree. A further result of American investments is the 
introduction into Canada of produets and technology with 
consequent immeasurable effect on methods, living standards 
and consumer spending whieh all affect international trading 
to an extent. One more observation is that many of the more 
recent American investments in export industries are not fully 
developed and consequently the final effects are not measur­
able nor have the income payments matured.
Capital flows that are associated with American in­
vestments in Canada appear as capital account credits in the 
Canadian balance of payments. These capital flows have been 
measured throughout the periods of United States investment 
experience in Canada and have been analyzed apart from re­
invested earnings of United States firms. (Reinvested earn­
ings do not enter the balance of payments). It has been noted
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that subsequent effects on international trade may follow 
the capital flow. In the case of direct investments 
placed in Canada for the purpose of supplying the parent 
organization or other non-residents with raw or processed 
materials, there is a consequent credit in Canada's current 
account. According to a United States Department of Com­
merce estimate for the year 1955? thirty-five percent of 
the total Canadian exports to the United States were de-
pOrived from American direct investments in Canada. Also 
the production process of these materials may involve im­
ports as well. Where the United States direct investment 
is undertaken to supply the Canadian and the Commonwealth 
markets with manufactured goods there may be a notable 
increase in Canadian imports. However, a number of factors 
may cause the effect on imports to vary considerably.
The magnitude of imports will depend on such factors as 
the degree of manufacturing carried out in Canada and the. 
extent which the manufactured good was formerly imported. 
Imports of the finished product would decline, but in most
28samuel Pizer and Frederick Cutler, Office of 
Business Economics, U. S. Department of Commerce,” "Growth 
of Foreign Investments the United States and Abroad," 
Survey of Current Business. August. 1956, p. 2^.
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cases imports of the component parts would increase.29 
Also the impact on imports would depend on whether the 
product is relatively new to Canadians and if the pro­
duct is acceptable to Canadian tastes.
In some cases the inflow of American direct in­
vestments has helped to decrease Canadian imports signi­
ficantly dr to modify their increase. As is evident from 
the period following World War II, petroleum investments 
by American corporations have contributed significantly 
to the total increase of United States investments. The 
result of this investment in the oil industry has been to 
provide a large domestic supply of petroleum to Canadians, 
thus providing a considerable saving in import requirements 
and transportation costs associated with crude oil imports. 
It is estimated by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics that 
the increase in Canadian crude oil^production from 19^7 to 
195*t has led to a foreign exchange: saving of approximately 
$950 million by the end of 195^ with even greater savings 
expected in the future.3° Also significant are American
29 Perhaps of significance to the balance of pay­
ments effect are the relative values added to imported com­
ponent parts during the stages of manufacture. If the final 
products were imported into Canada rather than the component 
parts, there would likely result a larger deficit in the 
Canadian balance pf payments. This would be due to a greater 
value of the final product relative to the component parts. In 
addition, the net value added to exported final products is 
greater than the relative net values of their imported component 
parts. Hence, there will likely be a credit resulting from the 
value added in the stages of manufacture.
3°Bominion Bureau of Statistics, Canada 1s International 
Position, 1886-195^? P» 56.
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investments associated with the processing of crude oil 
which have in some instances made possible a decrease in 
imports of petroleum products. Presently it appears that 
a north-south trade may develop, with Canadian oil pro­
viding some of the requirements of the northwestern parts 
of the United States and United States oil continuing to 
supply eastern Canada.31 Nevertheless, as has been mention­
ed the petroleum industry requires large amounts of capital 
and technology which tend to offset these effects. The 
exploration, development, refining, and transportation activi­
ties have the direct effect of increasing imports of machinery 
and equipment as well as- business services. These same ef­
fects may apply -to- United States investment in other Canadian 
industries.
Included in the miscellaneous account of the Canadian 
balance of payments are the large amounts of business service 
transfers which represent part of the cost of borrowing of 
technology from the United States. Both American and Canadian 
controlled companies account for these borrowings, although 
the American controlled companies are largely responsible.
As was indicated in the first chapter of this study, the in­
troduction of industrial techniques and managerial "know-how" 
is a feature of direct investments. However, many Canadian 
owned and controlled companies may purchase from the United
3lRoyal Commission on'Canada's Economic Prospects, 
op. cit., pp. 53-5*+»
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States the use of processes, products, and other services 
on a continued basis. It has been estimated that from 1950 
through 1955 the business services constituted between $130 
million and $165 million of the total deficit on miscel­
laneous account which moved between $1^0 million and $192 
million.
Payment of income on American investments in Chnada 
requires the use of American dollars, as does the receipt 
of goods and services from the United States, and therefore 
constitutes a debit in the current account of the Canadian 
balance-of payments. During the period following World War 
II it has been noted that dividend payments have been pre­
dominant in the Canadian balance of payments rather than 
interest payments. This is the result of the prominence 
of equity investments mostly through direct investments of 
American corporations. There is gain in the sense that 
fixed, obligations are replaced by more flexible debits. In 
the case of direct investments the product provides a means 
of transferring earnings as they rise and fall together. 
However, the opinion is held that this advantage may be over­
come because American direct investments continue to grow as 
the statistics in preceding sections indicate. As a result 
the debit in the Canadian balance of payments will remain 
and increase in size. Conversely, interest payments of funded
Dominion Bureau of Statistics, The Canadian Balance 
of International Payments, 1955 (Ottawa% Queen's Printer, 1956,
p. 16.
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debt may very likely be eliminated in the long-run as con­
tra tual debts mature. Further it is contended that because 
American controlled companies are larger and show continued 
growth, their profits and capital charges are relatively 
large. As a result, if the companies produce for export, a 
large part of the value of exports must be used up in trans­
ferring the profits to the United States. If the product is 
sold in Canada, the larger debits in transferring profits to 
the United States will require other credits to finance them. 
When profits are reinvested, the balance of payments problem 
is masked because the firms leave foreign exchange available 
to the country that would otherwise have gone into dividend 
payments. However, eventually it Is expected that income 
remittance will increase and according to Frank A. Knox:
From such considerations one may conclude that the 
balance of payments debits arising from foreign invest­
ments in Canadian industry will continue longer and will 
probably be higher because of the extent to which such 
investments are controlled as well as owned outside the 
country.33
Blyth and Carty seem to share this concern regarding 
the debit balance on income account in the Canadian balance 
of payments and the possible size of income flows in the 
future. Appraising the significance of American subsidiary 
income payments they recently stated that:
33Frank A. Knox, ’’United States Capital Investments 
in Canada,” Papers and Proceedings of the Sixty-Ninth Annual 
Meeting of the American Economic Association, December, 1956, 
American Economic Review. Vol. XLVII (May, 1957) > P» 608.
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the deficit from this and other current account 
invisibles has already become so. large that very large 
export balances on commodity account would be required 
in the future to produce substantial current account 
surpluses. It would, of course, require current sur­
pluses which were large by historical standards to make 
possible any large-scale over-all repatriation of the 
ownership of Canadian industry and it seems likely that 
there will be further growth of non-resident investments 
through reinvestments of earnings.31*
Blyth previously made observations concerning the Canadian
balance of payments late in 1953* It is evident that the
effect on imports caused from new industrial developments in
the United States subsidiaries in Canada was not anticipated.
He contended thats
while rising non-resident investments in equities will 
increase future dividend payments to the United States, 
these will be more than offset by changes elsewhere in 
the current account. Future effects of new export capa­
city and displacements of imports by resources now being 
developed by capital inflows will substantially exceed 
the probable rise in dividend payments.35
Not apparent to Blyth at the time were the requirements 
for capital equipment that.accompany new industrial develop­
ment. The United States is very often the supplier of these 
needs. Imports have grown also because component parts from 
United States suppliers have been necessary and in some cases 
the existence of a subsidiary in. Canada developed Canadian 
demands for products made by the parent concern only.
Statistics show that industrial expansion for a
S^Blyth and Carty, opt. cit., p. *+58.
35c . D. Blyth, "Statistics of Canada's Balance of Pay­
ments," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science.
Vol. XIX <November, 19^3), P* W .
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substantial current account deficit with the United States 
during recent years. The Canadian balance of payments be­
tween Canada and the United States indicates that the deficit 
in commodity trade (including non-monetary gold) has averaged 
nearly $+00 million per annum from 1950 through 1955. The 
deficit on service account has averaged over $500 million 
per annum, which makes a total current account deficit with 
the United States of about $900 million. In 1955 the deficit 
was over $1 ,000 million and for 1956 it is reported to be more 
than $1,600 million. Thus, there is evidence that the magni­
tude of United States investments flowing into Canada has 
given rise to an increasing amount of commercial contacts be­
tween the two countries.
CHAPTER V
AN EVALUATION AND OUTLOOK
The preceding chapters of this study have sought to 
present an analysis of the movement of United States invest­
ment capital into Canada. It is hoped that this purpose was 
accomplished by: (1) introducing the concepts and terminology
related to foreign investments; (2) giving due recognition to 
relevant factors in Canada*s economic growth; and (3) devel­
oping the flow of funds from the United States into Canada 
and to a limited degree the impact of these funds on the Cana­
dian economy. The sections which deal with the flow of funds 
have been strongly laced with statistics, thus giving them 
proper authority. This present chapter will offer some con­
cluding observations on the present status of the United 
States investment position in Canada.
Those who have read any amount of the literature con­
cerning Canadian-American relations are aware of the occasion 
which this issue of American investments in Canada has,given 
for commentary. The large increases of American capital 
directed towards important sectors of Canada’s industry follow­
ing World War II and the resulting ratios of American owner­
ship and control have precipitated major concern within some 
Canadian quarters. The fact that recently the Royal Commis­
sion on Canada’s Economic Prospects under chairman Walter L. 
Cordon has been looking into some aspects of foreign capital
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investment in Canada has inspired even more interest in the
problem. The Preliminary Report of the Commission, which has
been referred to in preceding chapters, is a summary of the
findings and policy conclusions of the Commission.* This
summary is the result of public hearings and research carried
out in the traditional manner of any Royal Commission appoin-
2ted by a country of the Commonwealth. It is assumed, there­
fore, that the policy recommendations of the Commission are 
based on testimony and commentary of interested individuals, 
groups, and associations in Canada.
Briefly, what the report argues in the sections con­
cerning the foreign investment issue is that in the future 
Canada will need more compelling laws to control operations 
of foreign companies, firmer regulations over direct foreign 
investment, and a federal authority to manage the country*s 
energy sources. The report indicates the Canadians* uneasi­
ness about United States penetration into key industries. 
However, the Commission makes it clear that it is aware of
the contribution made by American capital in the course of
3Canada’s economic development. It is recognized that
^A final comprehensive report and a large number of 
separate related studies are to be submitted in the near 
future.
2See Hiram M. Stout, British Government (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1953J» P« 130 for a complete descrip­
tion of the function and tradition of a Royal Commission.
3Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects,
Preliminary Report (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer), 1956, p. S7.
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American firms made their investments under Canadian laws, that
these firms are presently complying with the laws of Canada,
and that they are being operated in a manner which does not
4seem to be "at variance with the best interest of Canada.” 
Nevertheless, it is felt that this will not always be the case 
and therefore there exists an uneasiness which suggests that 
there is a major problem in Canadian-American relations to 
cope with.
The general tenor of concern expressed in Canada, which
is reflected in the Preliminary Report,’ seems to stress a
number of misgivings about American penetration into Canadian 
5industry. Probably the amount of American control is the 
paramount misgiving of Canadians. However, it seems highly 
unlikely that any tangible means exists which would, enable 
Canadians to share in the control of American subsidiaries 
and. branches in the near future. Often the control that a 
parent-company holds over a subsidiary may be essential to its
^Ibid., p. S9« It should be kept in mind that Canada 
is now more receptive to foreign capital than any other impor­
tant nation. See Seymour F. Rubin, Private Foreign Invest­
ment Economic and Legal Realitities (Baltimore! The '"John 
Hopkins Press, 1956)7 P» 20.
5'In all fairness it should be suggested that Americans 
would likely react with a wave of nationalism to foreign 
penetration of* the same degree into United States industry. 
Also, recent history suggests that many countries would rather 
sacrifice economic development than allow foreign control of 
any part of their.industry or, in some cases after inviting 
foreign investment, they often wish to dispose of foreign 
interests when the industries become lucrative.
motive for maintaining a foreign investment interest® For 
instance, those firms which have invested heavily in Canada 
to ensure themselves a supply of primary materials may need 
a controlling interest in a subsidiary to obtain these 
materials. Consequently, any law compelling the parent- 
company to give Canadians an effective share of control may 
prove harmful to the relationship between the parent and 
subsidiary. It seems that this would be undesirable on the 
grounds that the relationship has been beneficial to the 
Canadian economy as acknowledged by the Commission. On the 
other,hand, it is likely in the long-run that Canada ,may reach 
the stage of a repatriation of corporate securities as is
6suggested by J. E. Coyne, Governor of the Bank of Canada.
As Coyne points out, this requires the willingness
on the part of American investors to sell as well as a desire
7on the part of Canadians to buy. It is contended by Coyne 
that as the firms reach maturity they may make available to 
the public all or part of their stock through direct or
J. E. Coyne, "Some Possible Features of Economic 
Growth and Investment - in Canada, 1955-1975» " Statements and - 
Speeches (Ottawa: Information Division, Department of Exter­
nal Affairs, No. 55/15), p. 7.
7It has been suggested by many Canadian writers that 
Canadians are conservative investors and seem to favor debt 
holdings over equities. J. Douglas Gibson makes this point 
and adds that Canada bought back government and industrial 
bonds in the early post-war period when the Canadian inves­
tors "could have been investing in equities." J. Douglas 
Gibson, "The Changing Influence of the United States on the 
Canadian Economy," The Canadian Journal of Economics and 
Political Science, Vol. XXll (November, 1956), p. 430»
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indirect distribution,. Instances of the indirect process have 
occurred in the past whereby the parent distributed its stock 
holdings among its shareholders rather than retaining them 
itself. Once the stock is distributed it becomes available for
g
repatriation to Canada. This process would satisfy the objec- 
tive: of Canadians that they be allowed to participate finan­
cially in American-owned corporations and thereby ,’.'Canadian- 
ize" these operations. It can be added that American 
companies may willingly respond to this request and dispose 
of a good share of their capital investments in the future.
It. is likely that they would be willing to substitute for 
ownership other objectives, such as contracts giving them con­
trol over sources of supply, market areas, and selling and 
buying contracts. These objectives are in many cases the 
motivation for American direct investments in Canada rather 
than actual financial ownership.
The Commission feels that it is unhealthy for the 
development of oil reserves to be controlled by American 
companies and at the same time to allow the industry to be 
dependent on the American market for disposal of petroleum 
products. This misgiving results from the potential threat 
of American restrictions being placed upon imports of these 
products, which could thus cause a large part of the oil 
discovered and controlled by American firms to be ’’shut in”
^Coyne, op. cit., p, 7.
Qfor a period of time® The question arises as to whether the 
industry would be better off if it were in Canadian hands®
It seems likely in this case that Americans would lose inter­
est in the development of Canadian oil reserves and that the 
American firms involved in Canadian oil production would 
join hands with smaller United States oil firms already en­
deavoring to obtain government restrictions on oil imports 
from Canada® It should be kept in mind that if American 
enterprise had not entered into the exploitation of Cana­
dian oil as well as other natural resources they would at 
present be much less developed for export® Further, very 
likely American import restrictions on raw material,imports 
are at their present minimum level due to the efforts of Amer­
ican concerns which operate in Canada. It was note in Chapter 
II that Canada is largely dependent on her large volume of 
exports and that these exports are predominately natural- 
resource products® The United States Department of Commerce 
figures cited in Chapter IV indicate that thirty-five per­
cent of Canadian exports to the United States in 1955 were 
the products of American concerns operating in Canada® A 
much larger percentage of the exports to the United States 
consisting of natural resource products alone are attributable 
to American concerns in Canada® Since about three-fifths of 
total Canadian exports are directed to the United States it
Q7Royal Commission on Canada*s Economic Prospects, 
op. cit®, pp® 53-54®
can be concluded that Canada’s economic prosperity is based 
to a large measure on the state of ;he United States market 
for exports.
The Commission seems to hint at a necessity for con­
trolling the exports of unprocessed raw materials in the
10future, whenever possible. This is in response to the delin­
eations of those concerned about the necessity for more 
secondary manufacturing in Canada. Of course, in many instan­
ces American parent companies have established subsidiaries 
in Canada for the sole purpose of obtaining a source of supply 
for raw materials. Any attempt to interrupt this source of 
supply may result in American customers going elsewhere, as 
is acknowledged by the Commission,^'1' However, it is thought 
that opportunities exist for a greater amount of secondary 
manufacturing in Canada, Yet, in another section,of the 
Preliminary Report it is stated that:
'Jin terms of real output per man-hour the performance 
of Canadian secondary manufacturing industry as a 
whole is perhaps thirty-five per cent to forty per 
cent below that of the United States. The reasons . . . 
stem overwhelmingly from the disadvantages which accrue 
from the smaller size of the Canadian market, a market 
which averages only one-fifteenth that of the United 
States.”1^
In other words, Canadian secondary industry lacks the neces­
sary economies of scale to enable it to reach the efficiency
3-Qlbid,, p. 4£ and p, 57. 
L1Ibid., p, UBo 
•^Ibid,, p. 63.
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of secondary industry in the United States. Three questions
seem to be relevant here. First, do export controls fit
into Canadian efforts associated with the pursuit of a com-
13mercial code for freer multilateral trade between nations.
On the other hand, it seems that export controls would 
incite retaliation from other countries. Second, would the 
economies of scale resulting from more processing in Canada 
ever permit Canada’s secondary manufacturing.industries to 
take advantage of low production costs as compared to the 
United States? Third, does it not seem that Canada, in the 
interest of a freer system of trade between nations, should 
concentrate its resources on primary production where her 
comparative advantage exists?
What appears to be an objective desired by the Com­
mission is that United States concerns in Canada should
"whenever possible.. . .  do their purchasing of supplies,
14materials and equipment in Canada.” Is it possible to 
enforce a limitation such as this upon the operations
13The contributions of writers to the subject of world 
trade policies since World War II seem to indicate that Canada 
has participated in efforts for.freer trade. For instance,
C. D. Howe, past Minister of Trade and Commerce in Canada, has 
stated that: ”It is in our interest to support international
efforts to reduce barriers to trade, and to give leadership in 
that direction when opportunity arises. This is not impracti­
cal idealism. For a country like Canada, it is the most 
practical kind of: realism and common sense. C. D. Howe,
"World Trade at the Crossroads." Statements and Speeches 
(Ottawa: Information Division, Department of External Affairs,
HO. $5/15), p. 2.
■^Royal Commission on Canada’s Economic Prospects,
op. cit., p. 90.
of American concerns in Canada? Perhaps in some cases it
would be justified and in other cases it is no doubt the
practice of United States concerns to seek supplies, materi-
15als, and equipment in Canada. Again the incentives of 
many firms to operate in Canada may be inhibited as a result 
of this limitation because their purpose for existing in 
Canada may be to develop markets for component parts manu- 
factured in the United States.
Another objective of the Commission is that "whenever 
possible,n American concerns operating in Canada "should employ 
Canadians in senior management and technical positions, and 
should retain Canadian engineering and other professional and 
service p e r s o n n e l . I t  is suggested by the Commission that 
this is not much of a problem because foreign concerns usually 
do employ Canadians whenever possible. Some further light 
has been shed on this issue in a study recently made ..by John 
Porter, a Canadian sociologist. When Porter discusses, the 
American influences in the social structure of Canada he con­
cludes that in a group of 760 directors consideredi
"Only 76 (10 per cent) were born in the United,States, 
and since many of these are associated with Canadian- 
, owned corporations, it would seem that, by and.large,
^ F o r  one account of this see Joseph B. Lanterman, 
"Investment Experience in Canada of the American Steel 
Foundries of Chicago," The Controller, June, 1954, p° 269
*lanterman, the vice president and controller of American 
Steel Foundries, describes problems and motives of his 
company in making an investment in Canada.
•^Royal Commission on Canada?s Economic Prospects,
op. cit., p. 9©
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American interests in the Canadian economy are rep­
resented by those directors who live in the United 
States, and that there is a tendency somewhat greater 
than is appreciated for American corporations to re­
cruit Canadians to their boards and senior executive 
positions. Of the 76 who were born in the United 
States, 41 per cent are trained in engineering or 
science, and that fact would suggest that when Ameri­
can firms do send Americans to their Canadian , 
subsidiaries they are concerned with placing tech­
nically qualified persons in senior positions?1'
Perhaps what is a problem of considerable merit is the 
Canadian complaints about certain business policies laid down 
by the management of parent concerns. For instance, in some 
cases Canadian trade commissioners go abroad and send infor­
mation regarding export possibilities to the Canadian govern­
ment which in turn relays this information to Canadian 
business. There is evidence that branch managers send these 
information bulletins to the parent companies which take 
advantage of the export opportunities in lieu of allowing 
the branches to make the transactions. Also, American firms 
would do well to recognize certain cultural inclinations of 
the Canadians such as the corporate function of donating funds 
to Canadian universities and other such institutions. This 
is a normal function in. Canada which is dismissed by American- 
owned firms on the grounds that the parent organizations do 
not do it in the United States. Further> it seems fair to 
mention that parent organizations should allow research
/^John Porter, "The Economic Elite and the Social 
Structure in Canada," The Canadian Journal of Economics and 
Political Science, Vol. XXITI (August, 1957)* pp. 379-380.
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programs to be carried out in their Canadian subsidiaries to the
extent that Canadian scientists are available in Canada rather
18than to continue to lure them to the United States*
The objective of the Commission suggesting that foreign
concerns in Canada should offer "full disclosure” of their
19operations in Canada seems to be reasonable. Since the Regu­
lations of the Securities Exchange Commission in the United . 
States require large parent corporations to report annually 
on their operations, similar disclosure of subsidiary opera­
tions does not seem harmful. Canada does not have a regula­
tory body similar to the Securities Exchange Commission, but 
Canadian firms are required to supply copies of their finan­
cial statements to stockholders. Hence, these statements are 
made public while the activities of United States subsidiar­
ies remain secret. It may be argued by American concerns 
that disclosure would reveal transactions between parent 
organizations and subsidiaries which should be held in privacy 
for. business purposes. Nevertheless, the fact remains ..that 
Canadians could require this full disclosure without,.discrim­
inating in any manner greater than do the regulations of the 
Security Exchange Commission in the United States.
18"The Canadian Troubles of U. S. Business,” Fortune. 
Vol. XLI (July, 19570, p. 163. These complaints about United 
States business policies of the parent concerns appear in 
other writings on this issue, but are well summarized in the 
cited article.
19Royal Commission on Canadafs Economic Prospects, 
op. cito. pp. 9©-91°
Perhaps one of the most disturbing suggestions of the 
Royal Commission is that new and special tax concessions be 
offered to foreign concerns doing business in Canada as in­
centive for them to share more of their equity stock with 
Canadians and to appoint more Canadians as directors. Prim­
arily the Commission is interested in offering these.tax con­
cessions to established Canadian companies to enable them to 
compete successfully with foreign competition. Perhaps this 
plan has some merit if the Canadian tax structure would allow 
it. However, in addition it is suggested that these same 
concessions apply to foreign concerns operating in Canada
only if they invite Canadian stockholders and directors to
20share.in their operations in Canada. In effect this plan 
seems,to invite discrimination on the part of Canadians 
against private foreign investment. Undoubtedly this.sug­
gestion by the Commission would receive little sympathy from 
those in the United States who have been working towards a
21proper framework of treatment for private investment abroad.
Two Canadian problems caused by American investments 
in Canada were given special emphasis in the preceding ..chapter. 
First, the degree of concentration in large American concerns 
was noted. If the large United States-eontrolled corporations
20Ibid., pp. 91-92.
21For a recent account of the objectives and progress 
of United States officials in this matter see Emilio G.
Collado and Jack F, Bennett, "Private Investment and Economic 
Development," Foreign Affairs,. Vol. XXXV (July, 1957), p. 641
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continue to grow in Canada, it is likely that Canadians will 
face a monopoly problem that may be even greater than that in 
the United States. However, as many of the writings related to 
monopoly power suggest, this problem appears to be one of the 
divergencies of the private enterprise system from an ideal 
competitive economy. It would seem, therefore, that this same 
problem would exist in Canada in the absence of United States 
investments if adequate pools of capital were made,available 
from Canadian domestic sources for large, private investment 
undertakings. The second problem is the annual Canadian 
current account deficit with the United States. Presently this 
deficit is being covered by capital inflow and a surplus on 
current account with countries other than the United States. 
Hpwever, the fact that the balance is dependent on capital in­
flow is a worry to some Canadian minds. It is felt that a 
steady trade balance would be more satisfactory than depend­
ence on capital movements which may dwindle in the future.
There is, of course, justification for this uneasiness, but if 
the long-range expectations of the Commission are correct, 
Canada*s exports will increase more than her imports and there
will be less dependence upon new inflows of foreign capital 
22by 1980. If a flow of long-term foreign capital is used 
productively this should be the ultimate result.
^Royal Commission on Canada*s Economic Prospects, 
op. cit., p. 84® J® Douglas Gibson offers some support for 
this opinion when he states that although the deficit is not 
reassuring, "it does not appear to present any unmanageable 
or intractable problems." Gibson, op. cit., p. 42$.
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In conclusion it is possible to make some observations
as to the future of United States investments in Canada. In
particular, the United States-controlled Trans-Canada Pipeline
23is a case in point to be observed. , Originally this pipeline 
was to be financed to the extent of 51 per cent by United 
States natural gas developers. However, the required funds 
were not raised within a period of time considered as ample.
As was noted in Chapter II the area of the Canadian Shield 
lying within northwestern Ontario has always been, a notable 
handicap to economic transportation across' Canada, The cost 
of constructing the pipeline across this area was.apparently 
unprofitable and therefore beyond the present financial cap­
acity of the private developers. It was proposed by the Cana­
dian, Liberal government in power at the time that government
funds be directed towards the construction and ownership of
24this section of the line. Consequently, the bill appropri­
ating government funds to get the line started was. pushed 
through the Canadian Parliament. The Government had decided 
to loan enough money to cover up to ninety per cent of the cost 
of constructing the line through the difficult terrain. Critics 
of the proposal felt that Canadian tax money should not be used 
to benefit' an American-dominated company. It is now considered
^This project was briefly described in Chapter II of 
this study.
^ C .  D. Howe, "Finding Markets for Canadafs Gas,"
Canadian Weekly Bulletin (Ottawa: Information Division, Depart­
ment of External Affairs), Vol. 11, February 8, 1956, p. 2.
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that this pipeline case was to some degree responsible for the
shift from the Liberal government to the Conservatives in the
25Canadian elections last June.
What the Progressive Conservative government, under the
leadership of Prime Minister John George Diefenbaker, proposes
bp do concerning the inflow of American funds may well affect
the future of United States investment in Canada., Diefenbaker
in a n a w  to a recent inquiry about the danger in Canada of
domination by United States capital asserted that:
"there is an intangible sense of disquiet in Canada
over the political implications of large-scale and 
continuing external ownership and control of 
Canadian industries.
It is generally thought that the Conservatives will 
attempt to legislate against United States capital and manage­
ment much in the same manner as recommended by the Royal 
Commission.. For instance, it is felt that Diefenbaker will
require Canadian subsidiaries of United States companies to
27issue annual financial statements, Mr, Diefenbaker shows
25 "The New Look on Canada’s Face,” Business Week, 
September 21, 1957, p. 116. Although primarily the Parlia­
mentary debate concerned the issue of government funds being 
appropriated to benefit American capitalists, the principal 
issue at stake was the method used by the Government to limit 
debate and force closure of the Bill in Parliament. The 
design of the Government sponsors was to meet a time schedule 
for passage of the bill in the face of objections from the 
opposition parties. The Government’s proceedings in Parli­
ament were the object of much criticism throughout Canada.
For a more detailed account of this issue see "Canada -- A 
Bitter Session," The Round Table. Vol. XLVI (September, 1956)
pp. 366-3
26"in Canada - Sense of Disquiet," Time, September 23,p, 30.
2?"The New Look on Canada’s Face," op. cit.. p. 116.
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much concern about the Canadian dependence on United States 
trade and has proposed to draw Canada closer to Britain and 
away from the United States by a 15 per cent diversion of Can­
ad a ^  import trade to Great Britain. How this shift in 
trade is to be accomplished is not quite clear at the present. 
For instance, Canada is dependent upon the United. States for 
many of the same products that also appear as imports in 
Great,Britain. Also, during the recent discussions between 
Commonwealth finance ministers it was proposed by the British 
minister that Canada must concentrate on free Anglo-Canadian 
trade possibilities if the shift is to be considered any 
further by the United Kingdom. This presents a dilemma to 
the Canadian government when many Canadian businessmen have 
been requesting that the new Conservative government offer 
them increased protection. It is not certain what the outcome 
of the present Canadian government fs desire to have .less 
dependence on the United States may be. However, the follow­
ing quotation from The Economist is relevant here: ...
. "Mr. Diefenbaker*s warnings about growing dependence 
on the United States and growing American control of 
Canadian business have brought a sharp increase in 
public concern. But it is not yet enough to offset 
the long years of soothing assurances from the 
elderly Liberal leaders . • . and the obvious pros­
perity brought by American investment argues against 
a drastic upheaval being a national necessity.
The restrictions that are imposed by the United States
^"Mr. Thorneycroft*s Bombshell," The Economist, Vol. 
CLXXXV (October'5, 1957), p. 50. 1
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against Canadian exports may possibly be another factor
affecting the future of United States investments in Canada.
It was noted above that American industrialists are able to
bring pressure upon the government to support higher tariffs
on competing imports. There is evidence of this now as the
lead and zinc producers in the United States have accepted
the invitation of the Tariff Commission to express their needs
29for increased duties and a system of quotas on imports.
Of course, as a result the United States market for these pro­
ducts produced in Canada by American firms would diminish. If 
the requests are granted by the Tariff Commission, there will 
be less enthusiasm among United States companies with interests 
in Canada in these fields to expand their operations in that 
country. Also, it is a matter of concern in Canada that 
requests for tariff increases and new quotas will be granted 
by the Tariff Commission to other industries. If such requests 
are granted, Canada's ability to export to the United States 
would be inhibited and consequently the prospects for future 
American investment in Canada may be unhealthy. Hence, it 
seems that Americans who have invested in Canada have a 
common interest with Canadians who are interested in Canada's 
future economic development. It necessarily seems true that 
if the dollars Americans have sent across the border are to
29»Lead Takes the Lead,” The Economist, Vol. CLXXV 
(October 5? 1957)? P* ^6.
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con tinue to do their work, then Canadians must be entitled to 
trade freely with the United States. In this sense, American 
investments in Canada have.acquired an important stake in the 
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